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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Interface Engineering and Morphology Study of Thin Film Organic-Inorganic Halide Perovskite 

Optoelectronic Device 

by 

Lei Meng 

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Yang Yang, Chair 

 

Solar energy harvesting through photovoltaic conversion has gained great attention as a 

sustainable and environmentally friendly solution to meet the rapidly increasing global energy 

demand. Currently, the high cost of solar-cell technology limits its widespread use. This situation 

has generated considerable interest in developing alternative solar-cell technologies that reduce 

cost through the use of less expensive materials and processes. Perovskite solar cells provide a 

promising low-cost technology for harnessing this energy source.  

In Chapter two, a moisture-assist method is introduced and studied to facilitate grain 

growth of solution processed perovskite films. As an approach to achieve high-quality perovskite 

films, I anneal the precursor film in a humid environment (ambient air) to dramatically increase 

grain size, carrier mobility, and charge carrier lifetime, thus improving electrical and optical 
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properties and enhancing photovoltaic performance. It is revealed that mild moisture has a positive 

effect on perovskite film formation, demonstrating perovskite solar cells with 17.1% power 

conversion efficiency. Later on, in Chapter four, an ultrathin flexible device delivering a PCE of 

14.0% is introduced. The device is based on silver-mesh substrates exhibiting superior durability 

against mechanical bending. 

Due to their low energy of formation, organic lead iodide perovskites are also susceptible 

to degradation in moisture and air. The charge transport layer therefore plays a key role in 

protecting the perovskite photoactive layer from exposure to such environments, thus achieving 

highly stable perovskite-based photovoltaic cells. Although incorporating organic charge transport 

layers can provide high efficiencies and reduced hysteresis, concerns remain regarding device 

stability and the cost of fabrication. In this work, perovskite solar cells that have all solution-

processed metal oxide charge transport layers were demonstrated. Stability has been significantly 

improved compared with cells made with organic layers. Degradation mechanisms were 

investigated and important guidelines were derived for future device design with a view to 

achieving both highly efficient and stable solar devices. 

Organometal halide based perovskite material has great optoelectronic proprieties, for 

example, shallow traps, benign grain boundaries and high diffusion length. The perovskite LEDs 

show pure electroluminescence (EL) with narrow full width at half maximum (FWHM), which is 

an advantage for display, lighting or lasing applications. In chapter five, perovskite LEDs are 

demonstrated employing solution processed charge injection layers with a quantum efficiency of 

1.16% with a very low driving voltage.
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Chapter 1 Introduction of planar perovskite solar cells 

Solar energy harvesting through photovoltaic conversion has gained great attention as a 

sustainable and environmentally friendly solution to meet the rapidly increasing global energy 

demand. Currently, the high cost of solar-cell technology limits its widespread use. This situation 

has generated considerable interest in developing alternative solar-cell technologies that reduce 

cost through the use of less expensive materials and processes. Perovskite solar cells provide a 

promising low-cost technology for harnessing this energy source. Much of the research 

surrounding perovskite solar cells had been focused on planar and mesoporous device structures 

employing an n-type TiO2 layer as the bottom electron transport layer. These architectures have 

achieved champion device efficiencies as high as 20.1%, however, they still possess unwanted 

features. Mesoporous structures require a high temperature (>450 oC) sintering process for the 

TiO2 scaffold, whereas planar structures usually show a large degree of J-V hysteresis. Recently, 

another emerging structure, referred to as an “inverted” planar device structure (i. e. p-i-n), uses a 

bottom p-type charge transport layer. This structure derived from the organic solar cells, and 

usually involves the utilization of commonly used charge transport layers in organic photovoltaics 

for implementation into perovskite-based devices. The p-i-n structure has shown efficiencies as 

high as 18%, lower temperature processing requirements, and most importantly, negligible 

hysteresis effects.  

Inorganic-organic hybrid perovskite solar cells show a great potential as a low-cost and 

high performance photovoltaic technology, owing to the effective combination of solution-

processing and its unique material properties.[1, 2] Organic halide perovskites have ABX3 crystal 
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structures, where A, B, X are an organic cation, metal cation and halide anion, respectively (Figure 

1.1), where the bandgap can be tuned from the ultraviolet to infrared region through varying these 

components.[2, 3] This family of materials exhibits a myriad of properties ideal for PV such as 

high dual electron and hole mobility, large absorption coefficients resulting from s-p anti-bonding 

coupling, a favorable band gap, a strong defect tolerance and shallow point defects, benign grain 

boundary recombination effects and reduced surface recombination.[4] After 5 years efforts, the 

power conversion efficiency (PCE) of perovskite solar cells has risen from about 3% to over 

20%,[1, 5-14] which is close to that of traditional solar cell technologies such as Si, CIGS and 

CdTe. 

 

Figure 1.1 Crystal structure of the halide perovskite material: A site is typically CH3NH3I (MAI), 
NH2CHNH2I (FAI), Cs; B site is commonly Pb, Sn; X site could be Cl, Br or I. 

1.1 Planar structure vs Mesoporous structure (TiO2 system) 

The hybrid perovskite solar cell was initially discovered in a dye sensitized solar cell 

(DSSC) using a mesoporous TiO2 structure.[1] Miyasaka and co-workers were the first to utilize 

the perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbBr3) nanocrystal as absorbers in DSSC structure, 
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achieving an efficiency of 3.8% in 2009.[1] Park et al. improved the PCE of CH3NH3PbI3 to 6.54% 

by optimizing the TiO2 surface based on the same configuration.[5] However, these devices 

degraded very quickly due to liquid hole transporting material used.[5] In 2012, Park and Gratzel 

et al reported a solid state perovskite solar cell by using the solid hole transport layer 2,2’,7,7,’-

tetrakis-(N,Ndimethoxyphenyl-amine)-9,9’-spirobifuorene (Spiro-OMeTAD), showing an 

efficiency of 9.7% with improved stability.[6] Meanwhile, Snaith et al. achieved a device 

efficiency up to 10.9% by using an insulating mesoporous aluminum oxide (Al2O3) instead of TiO2 

scaffold.[7] After that, several milestones in device performance have achieved.[8, 9, 12-14] 

However, these devices are all based on the mesoporous structure, which needs a high temperature 

sintering that could increase the processing time and cost of cell production. 

As revealed independently by Sum’s group and Snaith’s group in 2013, solution processed 

methylammonium-based perovskites exhibit extremely long and balanced charge carrier diffusion 

lengths (~100 nm for CH3NH3PbI3 and ~1000 nm for CH3NH3PbI3-xClx).[15, 16] Recently, single 

crystals of CH3NH3PbI3 were found to reach diffusion lengths larger than 175 µm, indicating that 

charge can be easily transported within the bulk perovskite materials.[17] These properties makes 

it possible to reduce the thickness of mesoporous scaffold and ideally avoid the use of mesoporous 

structure altogether without sacrificing efficiency. Further studies demonstrated that perovskites 

exhibit ambipolar behavior, meaning that these materials can transport both electrons and holes 

between the cell terminals.[15] All of these results indicated that a planar structure was feasible. 

The first successful demonstration of the planar structure can be traced back to the 

perovskite/fullerene structure reported by Guo and Chen,[18] showing a 4% efficiency. The low 

efficiency reported at that time was due to the inferior film quality and inadequate absorption of 

the perovskite film.[18] The breakthrough of the planar perovskite structure was obtained by using 
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a dual source vapor deposition, providing dense and high quality perovskite films that achieved 

15.4% efficiency.[19] Later, the efficiency of the planar structure was pushed over 19% through 

interface engineering.[11] These results showed that the planar structure could achieve similar 

device performance to the mesoporous structure. The evolution of the structure of perovskite is 

shown in Figure 1.2. The planar structure can be divided into two categories depending on which 

selective contact is used on the bottom, i. e. regular (n-i-p) and inverted (p-i-n). The device 

structures are shown in Figure 1.2 (b) and (c), respectively. For the regular n-i-p structure, the 

bottom selective contact is an electron transport layer (ETL). This structure has been extensively 

studied and could be traced back to dye sensitized solar cells. In the p-i-n structure, the bottom 

charge transport layer is p-type, which is derived from the organic solar cell, and consequently 

involves the utilization of commonly used charge transport layers in organic photovoltaics. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Three typical device structures of perovskite solar cells: (a) mesoporous, (b) regular planar 
structure, and (c) inverted planar structure. 
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In my works, I have been focused on the development of the inverted planar structure of 

perovskite solar cells, including their working mechanism, methods for improving efficiency, and 

stability and hysteresis effects. 

1.2 The inverted planar structure 

The first successful demonstration of the inverted structure was from Guo and Chen, 

adopting a similar device structure to the organic solar cell.[18] The traditional organic transport 

layers poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) and fullerene 

derivative, was directly implemented as the HTL and ETL in a perovskite device. Through 

choosing a proper fullerene derivative and optimizing the processing conditions of the perovskite 

film, a PCE of 3.9% was delivered. Later, Sun et al. succeeded in making a thicker and denser 

perovskite film by introducing two-step sequential deposition into the planar device that increased 

the device performance to 7.41%.[20] After 2013, several attempts were made to improve the 

efficiency, including film formation and interface engineering, which will be discussed later. 

1.2.1 Film growth for improving efficiency for inverted planar solar cells 

Initial studies adopted a thin perovskite absorbing layer of less than 100 nm, which limited 

the light harvesting and short circuit current of the devices.[18, 20] After learning that the 

perovskite materials possess diffusion lengths over 100 nm, thicker absorption layers were possible 

without sacrificing the charge transport properties. Thicker perovskite films (~300 nm) 

demonstrated efficiencies of about 15%. Yang et al and Snaith et al first independently used a 

thicker mixed halide perovskite film (~300 nm) as the absorber, showing an efficiency of about 

11.5% and 9.8%, respectively.[21, 22] Bolink et al showed 12.04% efficiency by thermal 
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deposition of 285 nm thick of perovskite and adopting an organic charge transport layer.[23] After 

2013, several processing methods for high quality of perovskite film have been invented. For 

example, Huang et al showed a diffusion approach to form high quality CH3NH3PbI3 films, which 

could be considered a modified two-step process, where first PbI2 was deposited onto PEDOT:PSS 

and followed by spin-coating of MAI onto the PbI2 surface and annealing to form the perovskite 

film.[24] The perovskite film was formed by inter-diffusion of CH3NH3I into PbI2, producing 

efficient devices of 15% with highly reproducible. Seok et al transferred the solvent engineering 

to get pin-hole free film and adopted into the inverted structured perovskite solar cells, yielding 

14.1% efficiency.[25] You et al discovered that moisture-assisted for perovskite film growth could 

improve the film quality during annealing of the perovskite precursor film and showed as high as 

17.1% efficiency.[10] Nie et al reported millimeter-sized perovskite gains by coating the hot 

precursor film onto the hot substrate, for a champion device close to 18% efficiency.[26] Recently, 

Im reported a high quality perovskite film on PEDOT:PSS using HI as an additive to improve the 

film quality. This produced an 18.1% efficiency without hysteresis.[27] 

Although promising, perovskite film growth on PEDOT:PSS has to overcome several 

challenges in a planar heterojunction architecture in order to achieve higher efficiencies.[13] 

Formation of crystallite islands of perovskite on top of PEDOT:PSS often leads to pinhole 

generation and incomplete surface coverage resulting in low device performance.[13] Recent 

results show that perovskite growth is strongly dependent on the bottom substrate. Our group have 

showed that NiOx could yield a better perovskite film than on PEDOT:PSS and give higher 

Voc.[28] Another group also observed different crystal quality when perovskite is deposited on 

different polymer surfaces.[29] Perovskite appears to show better crystallization when a more 

crystalline bottom substrate is used, indicating that the crystallinity of the substrate could 
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contribute to the film quality of the perovskite layer.[29] Recent studies have shown that the 

wetting properties between the solvent with the bottom substrate could also be another issue 

effecting perovskite film growth. Huang et al showed crystal size of the perovskite film much 

larger than that of the thickness and demonstrated a higher efficiency by using PTAA as the hole 

transport layers, which was could severe as a non-wetting surface for the solvent used for 

perovskite, such as DMF.[30] 

1.2.2 Interface engineering for efficient solar cell-hole transport layer 

The typical n-i-p structure usually shows an open voltage over 1V,[11-14] while the 

inverted structure shows a slight open circuit voltage drop (0.9–1V).[18, 20-22, 24, 26, 28] In 

addition to the inferior crystal film quality on PEDOT:PSS as mentioned above, the band 

alignment between perovskite and the traditional hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS could be 

another issue. The work function of the generally used hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS is about 

4.9–5.1 eV, which is shallower than that of the valence band of perovskite layer (5.4 eV), leading 

to an imperfect ohmic contact between perovskite and the p-type transport layer and a consequent 

Voc loss. To address this problem, the PEDOT:PSS must be modified or replaced by another 

material with a high work function. The most common polymers such as poly-TPD [23], PCDTBT 

[29], and PTAA [30], with deep HOMO levels (~–5.4 eV) have been used to modify the 

PEDOT:PSS surface, and the devices based on the bi-layer hole transport layer 

(PEDOT:PSS/polymer) showed an enhanced Voc (>1 V).[23, 29, 30] Unfortunately, these 

polymers are usually hydrophobic, and thus the perovskite precursor cannot be coated onto these 

polymer surfaces. Alternatively, evaporation processes of perovskite film must be adopted.[23, 29] 

Metal oxides such as NiO, MoO3, V2O5, WO3 usually have work functions deeper than 

PEDOT:PSS and are also more stable than their polymer counterparts, which make them good 
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HTL candidates. Guo et al first reported use of solution processed NiOx as the hole transport layer, 

demonstrating an efficiency of about 8%.[31] Han et al adopted a hybrid interfacial layer of 

NiO/Al2O3 to improve the device efficiency to 13% with a high fill factor.[32] Jen et al used Cu-

doped NiOx as a hole transport layer and achieved open circuit voltages as high as 1.1 V with an 

efficiency of 15.4%.[33] You and Meng et al adopted a sol-gel process for high quality NiOx films, 

demonstrating an efficiency of 16.1%.[28] Recently, Seok et al reported an inverted structure using 

a NiOx film deposited via pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and push the device efficiency as high as 

high as 17.13%.[34] In addition to NiOx, another promising hole transport layer is CuSCN. 

Significant progress has been made with CuSCN in the n-i-p perovskite solar cell, showing 12.4% 

efficiency using a 600-700 nm thick of CuSCN layer.[35] Recently, using electro-deposited 

CuSCN as a hole transport layer, efficiencies as high as 16.6% efficiency have been obtained.[36] 

1.2.3 Interface engineering of electron transport layer 

For p-i-n perovskite solar cells, fullerenes are usually used as the electron transport layer, 

where PCBM is the most popular n-type charge transport layer. Recent studies show that C60 

should be more effective than that of PCBM as an electron transport layer due to the higher 

mobility and conductivity of C60.[37] Jen et al showed that the PCE of fullerene-derived perovskite 

solar cells improves with increasing electron mobility in the fullerene layer, indicating the critical 

role of bulk transport through fullerene in promoting charge dissociation/transport.[37] As for 

improving the charge transport properties of the fullerene, Li et al attempted to dope the PCBM 

using graphdiyne (GD) to improve the coverage and the conductivity of PCBM, and also improve 

the device performance from 10.8% to 13.9%.[38] In addition, it was confirmed that the fullerene 

itself cannot fully form a prefect ohmic contact with a metal such as Al or Ag. Several buffer layers, 

including BCP [18], PFN [10], LiF [25] and self-assembled C60 derivatives [33], can further 
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improve the ohmic contact. Furthermore, metal oxides such as ZnO and TiO2, combined with 

fullerene as an electron transport layer, not only improve the ohmic contact but also improve device 

stability.[22, 28, 39, 40] 

1.3 Stability of inverted structure 

The power conversion efficiency of perovskite solar cells has been pushed up to 20% and 

18% for regular and inverted structures, respectively. For practical application, a reliable and stable 

performance is strongly needed. Present results show that the stability of perovskite is a critical 

issue, the main problem in stability of perovskite come from the instability of perovskite material 

itself, which decomposes into PbI2 and CH3NH3I in a high humidity environment. Another concern 

is interfacial stability, several organic charge transport layers that have been commonly used in 

perovskite solar cells can react with oxygen and water in the ambient air, thus promoting device 

degradation. In addition, several electrode materials such as Ag, Al could react with perovskite 

when they were directly contact.[28] 

1.3.1 Electron transport layer on stability 

For a solar cell, the top layer is directly exposed to the environment and must be robust 

enough for its surrounding environment. For the inverted structure, fullerene layer is the top most 

layer exposed to the ambient air except for metal electrode. It was found that the fullerene could 

absorb oxygen or water onto the surface, leading to a dipole moment and a large resistance as a 

result of degradation.[28] On the other hand, the small molecular fullerene layer could not be too 

thick due to its low conductivity. A thin fullerene layer cannot form a continuous film on the 

perovskite surface, and could potentially lead to physical direct contact between perovskite and 
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the electrode. In this case, the perovskite and metal such as Al or Ag can react when in a humid 

environment.[28] To improve the device stability, several metal oxides have been used in the 

inverted structure.[22, 28, 38, 39] Snaith et al first reported a TiOx thin film on the PCBM layer, 

improving the coverage of the electron transport layer as the pinholes from the PCBM could be 

filled.[22] Similarly PCBM/ZnO bi-layers were found to be suitable for improving device 

performance and stability.[38, 39] You and Meng et al significantly improved stability through 

use of ZnO as the top electron charge transport layer. It was found that the device can nearly 

maintain its original efficiency after 60 days of storage in ambient air.[28] 

1.3.2 Hole transport layer stability 

PEDOT: PSS has been widely used in organic solar cells as an organic charge transport 

layer due to its good conductivity. However, PEDOT:PSS is hydrophilic and can easily absorb 

water from the surrounding environment. In addition, PEDOT:PSS has acidic properties that could 

potentially react with the bottom metal oxide layers. Both of which would affect the long-term 

stability of the perovskite solar cell.[28] According to these concerns, inorganic charge transport 

layers have been used, such as NiOx and CuSCN. Jen et al used Cu:NiOx as a hole transport layer 

showing markedly improved air stability as compared to the PEDOT:PSS-based device. The PCE 

of the Cu:NiOx based device remains above 90% of the initial value even after 240 h of storage in 

air.[33] In contrast, the PEDOT:PSS-based device degraded to <50% of its initial PCE within 144 

h of storage in air, which was mainly caused by the gradual decrease in FF and Jsc.[33] You and 

Meng et al improve the air-stability of perovskite solar cells can be improved by replacing the all 

organic charge transport layer (PEDOT:PSS) with inorganic layer (NiOx).[28] Several other metal 

oxides such as MoO3, V2O5, WO3 seem to be suitable for high stability hole transport layers, 

however, it seems these metal oxide materials are not resistive enough to the acidity of CH3NH3I. 
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1.3.3 Perovskite materials stability 

Although the interface can improve the stability of perovskite solar cells, the intrinsic 

properties of the perovskite material are the main issue for long term stability.  The typical 

perovskite material CH3NH3PbI3 shows severe moisture and light instability. The perovskite 

materials could be easily decomposed into PbI2 and CH3NH3I, followed by decomposition into 

CH3NH2 and HI. It was found that perovskite can self-decompose when exposed to light for long 

periods of time. Exploration of highly stable perovskite materials could be the next direction in 

perovskite solar cell research.[41] 

1.4 Hysteresis in inverted planar solar cells 

Hysteresis is still a controversial topic in perovskite solar cells. This issue was first raised 

in the beginning of 2014.[11, 12] It has been found that hysteresis in the regular planar structure 

is more severe than in the case of the mesoporous.[11, 12] Interestingly, most reports have shown 

negligible hysteresis in the inverted structure, especially for the fullerene systems.[10, 21, 28, 36, 

42] At present, although the origin of this phenomenon is not yet understood, a number of possible 

explanations have been proposed. The two most supported notions are ferroelectric effects and the 

presence of mobile ionic species.[2] It appears that most of the evidence points towards mobile 

ionic species being responsible. This effect occurs under an applied electric field, where negative 

ionic species will migrate towards one electrode and positive ionic species will migrate towards 

the other.[2] This will enable the stabilization of a positive electronic space charge region near one 

electrode and a negative electronic space charge near the other, equivalent to p- and n-doping of 

the perovskite near the charge collection layers. 
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In the case of an inverted device structure, where the n-type fullerene layer is deposited on 

top of the perovskite, very little hysteresis is usually observed. The fullerene appears to infiltrate 

between perovskite grain boundaries, leading to significant passivation of the perovskite defect 

sites.[2] Huang et al confirmed that the perovskite solar cells shows reduced hysteresis when 

PCBM was diffused into the bulk of perovskite layer, which could reduce the ion movement in the 

perovskite layer. Furthermore, hysteresis free was found in a perovskite/PCBM blend system and 

obvious hysteresis was found in PCBM/perovskite planar structure, indicating inter-penetrated 

bulk hetero-junctions seems to be necessary for reducing hysteresis.[43, 44] 

1.5 Conclusions and future outlooks 

Perovskite solar cells have reached efficiencies over 20% based on the regular n-i-p 

mesoporous structures, whereas for the inverted p-i-n structure, the state art of performances is 

approximately 18% efficient. To further improve efficiencies of inverted solar cells, it is necessary 

to modify interfaces, especially the contact between perovskite and the hole charge transport layer. 

The commonly used PEDOT:PSS surface should be modified or replaced by another material with 

a higher work function, and in favor of larger crystal growth. After resolving the band alignment 

between hole transport layer and perovskite and also the growth of the perovskite film on the hole 

transport layer, the efficiency should be much improved and should better compete with the regular 

structure of perovskite solar cells. 

Several processing technologies such as solvent treatment/annealing [25, 45], moisture 

assisted growth [10], additives [27], hot spin-coating [26] technology have confirmed as an 

effective way for obtaining high quality of perovskite films. Exploring new methods or combining 
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these existing technologies and further improving the film quality should be the direction of the 

perovskite research.		

The stability of the perovskite is still the main issue for its commercial application. Even 

though more than 60-day stability have been demonstrated in my previous work, it is not enough 

for practical applications. Further exploration of alternative perovskite material candidates and 

stabilizing additives may lead to improved perovskite stability in the future. Moreover, 

encapsulation technology is another important component necessary to enhance the lifetime of 

perovskite solar cells. To improve the stability at interfaces, inorganic charge transport layers show 

better results. At the least, the upmost layer should be robust and relatively impenetrable to 

moisture and oxygen. At present, metal oxides such as ZnO and TiO2 colloids have been coated 

onto the fullerene transport layers for improved device stability. However, these methods could be 

further improved. In inverted structures, fullerenes can forbid ion movement and reduce the 

hysteresis. It seems that metal oxides introduce hysteresis, and a fullerene/metal oxide bi-layer 

system shows promising in terms of reduced hysteresis and improved highly stability. 
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Chapter 2 Moisture assisted perovskite film growth for high performance 

solar cells 

Perovskite type semiconductors, due to their excellent absorption and charge transport, 

have attracted a significant amount of attention in recent years.[1, 2] Miyasaka et al. demonstrated 

the first lead halide perovskite photovoltaic device as the light absorber in a dye-sensitized solar 

cell, yielding a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 4%.[2] However, it was later realized that 

the liquid electrolyte hole transport material resulted in degradation of the perovskite layer.[2, 3] 

Further progress was made within a few years by employing mesoporous nanostructure that 

boosted the PCE well above 10%.[4-9] These results suggest an enormous potential for perovskite 

compounds as efficient photoactive materials for photovoltaic applications.[10-17] 

Lead halide perovskite films can be deposited onto the substrates through in situ reactions 

of precursors via single or two-step methods.[2-28] Initially, mesoporous metal oxides, either 

semi-conductive or insulating, were used to form continuous high-quality perovskite films in 

photovoltaic devices.[3-9] To simplify the device architecture and processing procedures, planar 

architectures without mesoporous layers have been proposed.[18-20] In the meantime, photo-

physical studies have shown that perovskite materials exhibit several tens of nanoseconds in carrier 

lifetimes and a few hundred nanometers in diffusion lengths, justifying the use of planar hetero-

junctions.[21, 22] Intriguingly, perovskite materials demonstrate bipolar transport properties[20] 

and can be readily incorporated into p-i-n device architectures where they serve as the intrinsic 

absorption layer. Recent works demonstrated that solution and vacuum co-evaporation processing 

techniques delivered PCEs of 12%[19, 23-27] and 12%–15%[20, 28] in planar designs, 
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respectively. Although the growth dynamics of perovskite films are far less understood at present, 

the simplicity of one-step solution processing techniques makes them preferable to two-step 

methods. It is critical to gain a deep insight into film growth mechanisms to enable use of facile 

one-step processing methods that can produce high-quality perovskite films. Previous reports show 

that full coverage of the perovskite film on the substrate surface is necessary to ensure sufficient 

shunt resistance. Coverage can be improved by annealing the film to fuse separate crystals into 

one and also by increasing film thickness.[19] Similar processes are essential to reduce structural 

defects and electronic traps within thin film solar cells. Unfortunately, perovskites cannot 

withstand temperatures above 110 °C, at which they are susceptible to decomposition or de-

wetting.[19] Film thickness is also limited by the charge diffusion length as indicated by the 

deterioration of photovoltaic performance for thicker layers. In order to address these challenges, 

we must develop effective approaches for controlling the crystal growth using facile and 

controllable deposition conditions.[29-31] 

In this work, I studied moisture assisted grain growth of solution processed perovskite films. 

As an approach to achieve high-quality perovskite films, I anneal the precursor film in a humid 

environment (ambient air) to dramatically increase grain size, carrier mobility, and charge carrier 

lifetime, thus improving electrical and optical properties and enhancing photovoltaic performance. 

We demonstrate perovskite solar cells with 17.1% PCE and a fill factor (FF) of 80%. 

2.1 Device fabrication and experiment methods 

The details of device fabrication can be found in our previous publication.[24] Specifically, 

the mixture solution of 1:3 ratio of PbCl2:CH3NH3I in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent 

(0.8 M) was spin coated onto the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate 
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(PEDOT:PSS) layer at 1500 rpm. The precursor film is annealing at 90 °C for 2 h in nitrogen glove 

box or dry oxygen glove box or ambient air (humidity of 35 ± 5%). To study the effect of moisture 

level on the morphology and devices’ performance, the samples are placed into the humid 

controllable chamber for annealing. After annealing, the perovskite films were transferred into 

nitrogen glove box. A 2% phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) in chlorobenzene 

solution was coated onto the perovskite layer at 1000 rpm. After that, 0.02% polyelectrolyte 

poly[(9,9-bis(3’-(N,N-dimethylamino) propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)] (PFN) 

in methanol was spin-coated on PCBM at 2000 rpm. Finally, the device was transferred to vacuum 

chamber for Al electrode evaporation. The devices’ area is 0.1 cm2. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

patterns were collected on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro X-ray powder diffractometer using Cu-Kα 

radiation (λ=1.54050 Å). The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were taken on a Jeooel 

JSM-6700F. Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) was measured by Horiba Jobinyvon system 

with an excitation at 600 nm. External quantum efficiencies (EQE) were measured by an Enli 

Technology (Taiwan) EQE measurement system. 

2.2 Impact of humidity on the morphology of perovskite film and its formation 

The SEM images of the perovskite films fabricated via the thermal annealing method 

(90 °C, 2 h in nitrogen glove box, O2 and H2O level lower than 5 ppm) are shown in Figure 2.1 (a) 

and (b). The pristine film exhibits a grain size of 100–300 nm with apparent pin holes and grain 

boundaries. These defects introduce strong energetic disorder, which impedes the charge transport, 

induces recombination, and lowers photovoltaic performance.[19] Significant improvement in 

film morphology results when perovskite precursor films are annealed in ambient air (humidity of 

35% ± 5%). Perovskite films annealed in ambient air are shown in Figure 2.1 (c) and (d), 
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respectively. Notably, individual crystal sizes have been increased, pin-holes have been 

significantly reduced, and grain sizes increased beyond 500 nm. On the other hand, when annealing 

the perovskite precursor film in a dry oxygen environment (Figure 2.1 (e) and (f)), the film 

morphology is similar as in the case of the nitrogen environment, indicating the significant role of 

moisture on the final film morphology. The cross-section SEM showed that the crystal change 

across the entire of perovskite film. XRD results confirm the improved crystallinity of the 

perovskite films, as the diffraction peaks of films annealed in a humid environment are stronger 

and sharper than those annealed in a dry nitrogen environment. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 SEM images of the perovskite film precursor films annealed under different conditions (a) and 
(b) in nitrogen; (c) and (d) in ambient air; (e) and (f) in oxygen environment. The small white dots in the 
SEM images are evaporated gold particles on perovskite film surface for reducing charge effect during 
SEM measurements. 
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To further confirm our hypothesis, the perovskite precursor films were annealed in a humid 

nitrogen chamber. Similarly, large crystals and fewer pin-holes are seen than that of the dry 

nitrogen environment. This result directly confirmed that the moisture introduction is helpful for 

perovskite film growth. Furthermore, I systematically studied the effect of moisture level (20%–

80% humidity) on the perovskite film formation. Despite the contributions of humidity in 

constructing larger crystal sizes, XRD results show a small amount of PbI2 phase present in crystals 

after annealing above 80% humidity. This may be an indication that the CH3NH3PbI3 decomposes 

under high humidity levels. It can be concluded that while moisture is beneficial for high quality 

perovskite film growth, the relative amount should be carefully controlled. 

2.3 Proposed mechanism of moisture-assisted crystal growth 

Moisture-assisted crystal growth has previously been seen in various crystal systems, 

inducing grain boundary creep as a result of the absorption of moisture within the grain 

boundaries.[32-34] Due to the strong hydroscopic nature of CH3NH3I,[35] exposing perovskite 

precursor to moisture during film formation could results in accumulation of moisture within grain 

boundaries, inducing grain boundary creep and subsequently merging adjacent grains together. 

This effectively increases grain size and reduces pinhole formation. In addition to grain boundary 

movement, moisture could also provide an aqueous environment to enhance the diffusion length 

of the precursor ions, further promoting perovskite grain growth. The recrystallization process via 

moisture annealing give rise to a high-quality perovskite film, a proposed scheme for enhanced 

crystallinity of perovskite film in moisture environment is shown in Figure 2.2. The accurate of 

moisture-assisted perovskite growth is not clear and still under study. 
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Figure 2.2 A proposed scheme for perovskite film growth in dry and moisture environment. 

2.4 Characterizations of perovskite films and devices 

2.4.1 Steady-state PL measurement of films 

Figure 2.3 (a) shows steady-state PL measurement for precursor films annealed under 

varying atmospheric conditions, such as nitrogen, oxygen, and ambient air (humidity: 35% ± 5%), 

the PL results are shown in Figure 2.3 (a). The perovskite film was deposited via spin-coating onto 

a layer of PEDOT:PSS to emulate real p-i-n device processing conditions. The enhanced PL 

indicates that the non-radiative decay is significantly suppressed through our annealing method. 

Furthermore, time-resolved PL (TRPL) (Figure 2.3(b)) clearly shows that PL lifetime improves 

with annealing in ambient air. Annealing in a dry nitrogen and oxygen environment gave lifetimes 

of approximately 33 ns, whereas the humidity-controlled annealing increased the lifetime to ~91 

ns. Here, the PL and the TRPL measurements show that the non-radiative recombination channels 

are greatly inhibited, and therefore the number of defects reduced, by annealing the precursor film 

in a humid environment. 
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Figure 2.3 The perovskite film with improved crystal quality confirmed by steady photoluminescence and 
transit photoluminescence. (a) Steady-state PL measurement of perovskite film annealed under different 
environment including nitrogen, ambient air, and oxygen, the films are all coated on PEDOT:PSS surface. 
(b) TRPL measurement for the corresponding perovskite films. 

2.4.2 J-V characteristics of solar cells 

Using our annealing method, I constructed devices consisting of 

glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CH3NH3PbI3-xClx/PCBM/PFN/Al as shown in Figure 2.4 (a), where 

PEDOT:PSS and PCBM are the hole and electron transport layers, respectively. I incorporated a 

layer of PFN to form an Ohmic contact to assist in electron extraction from the PCBM to Al.[36] 
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This resulted in improved device performance, especially in FF. The J-V characteristics of the 

devices based on perovskite films annealed in different environment are shown in Figure 2.4 (b). 

When the precursor film is annealed in dry environment, the device performance showed 

approximately 12% PCE. In comparison, we can see that when annealing precursor film in ambient 

air, the PCE is increased from 12.3% to 15.4%, the Voc from 0.86 V to 0.99 V and FF from 75% 

to 78%, while the short circuit current (Jsc) maintained at 19 mA/cm2. The best performance 

achieved through our annealing process was 17.1% PCE (Figure 2.4 (c)). External quantum 

efficiency (EQE) of the device is shown in Figure 2.4 (d). The integrated Jsc is 19.2 mA/cm2, 

which is consistent with J-V measurement but for a small difference resulting from encapsulation 

degradation. Most notably, the method is robust and results are highly consistent and reproducible, 

which is unambiguously ascribed to the moisture effects during annealing. Device performance of 

varying humidity levels depicts that moisture levels lower than 60% result in significant 

enhancements. Slight degradation occurs at humidity levels greater than 80%, particularly 

reducing the FF, which could be due to the presence of an inherent PbI2 phase. 
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Figure 2.4 Device structure and device performance. (a) The device structure 
glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CH3NH3PbI3–xClx/PCBM/PFN/Al. (b) J-V curve of the corresponding devices with 
the perovskite films annealed under different environment, the measurements are carried out in simulated 
sunlight at 100 mW cm-2. (c) J-V curve for a best-performance measured at 1 sun condition (d) External 
quantum efficiency of the corresponding devices. 

The improved Voc and FF strongly indicate a reduction in recombination loss as a result 

of our annealing method. For further confirmation, the J-V characteristics of the devices treated 

under different conditions were analyzed. Planar structured perovskite solar cells can be treated as 

a single junction diode. For a device with a large shunt resistance (>3000 Ω·cm2, the shunt 

resistance of the pristine and moisture treated devices both exceed 3000 Ω·cm2),[37, 38] the I-V 

characteristics are described by 
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where J is the current flow through the external load, Jsc is the light induced current, J0 is the dark 

saturate current density, V is the applied voltage, A is the ideality factor, KB is the Boltzmann 

constant, T is the temperature, and e is the electron charge. Based on Eq. (1), the Voc is obtained 

when the current flowing through the external circuit is zero 
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It can be seen through Eq. (2) that a higher Voc corresponds to a lower J0. Equation (1) can also 

be written as[37, 38] 
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J0 can be obtained by fitting the curve of ln(JSC−J) vs (V+RSJ), where the RS is obtained by fitting 

the curve of −dV/dJ vs (Jsc−J)-1. The J-V curves shown in Figure 2.4 (b) were used for analysis. 

The plots of −dV/dJ vs (Jsc−J)-1 and ln(Jsc−J) vs (V+RSJ) are shown in Figures 2.5 (a) and (b), 

respectively. Linear plot fitting of Figure 2.5 (a) shows that the perovskite films annealed in 

nitrogen and ambient air exhibit similar series resistances (~1 Ω·cm2). The series resistances of 

nitrogen and ambient air annealed samples show 0.9 and 1.4 Ω·cm2, respectively; while the ideality 

factor calculated is close to 2.3 for the two devices. Similarly, by linearly fitting the ln(Jsc−J) vs 

(V+RSJ), the ideality factor is 2.3 for the films annealing in nitrogen and ambient air. The ideality 

factors obtained by the two methods are consistent. J0 for the pristine and air ambient devices are      

1.4×10-5 and 8.1×10-7 mA/cm2, respectively. The J0 from air annealed samples is ~2 orders of 
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magnitude lower than that of the pristine samples. J0 is a well-understood parameter indicating the 

thermal emission rate of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band, and is directly 

related to the recombination rate. The smaller J0 of the air exposed sample indicates a lower 

recombination loss, and accordingly a higher Voc consistent with the measured high FF. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 I-V characteristic the devices where the precursor films are annealed in nitrogen and ambient air. 
(a) Plot of −dV/dJ vs (Jsc−J)-1 and linear fitting. (b) ln(Jsc−J) vs (V+RSJ) and linear fitting. Both of them 
fitting are located around corresponding Voc. 
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Finally, it must be noted that the devices showed no obvious I-V hysteresis, this is much 

different behavior from conventional planar structure devices based on TiO2 transport layer.[39]  

2.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, it is revealed that mild moisture has a positive effect on perovskite film 

formation, demonstrating perovskite solar cells with 17.1% power conversion efficiencies, fill 

factors over 80%, and the elimination of hysteresis effects. The moisture induced perovskite grain 

growth method is not limited to solar cell application but applicable to other electronic devices, 

such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), lasers, transistors and sensors. 
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Chapter 3 Improved air stability of perovskite solar cells via solution-

processed metal oxide transport layers 

In 2009, Miyasaka and colleagues incorporated perovskite semiconductors into 

photovoltaic devices and reported a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of ∼4%.[1] Since then, 

significant progress has been made in both the design and optimization of perovskite solar cells. 

Using mesoporous and planar structures, several groups have reported devices with PCE values of 

over 15%.[2-13] Organic transport layers, such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene 

sulphonate (PEDOT:PSS) [12, 13], 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-pdimethoxyphenylamino)-9,9′ 

spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) [2-5], poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine] (PTAA) 

[6, 7] and poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) [14], have been used as p-type hole transport 

layers, and [6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) [12, 13], C60 and their derivatives 

[15, 16] have been used as n-type electron transport layers. Due to their low energy of formation, 

organic lead iodide perovskites are also susceptible to degradation in moisture and air.[17] The 

charge transport layer therefore plays a key role in protecting the perovskite photoactive layer from 

exposure to such environments, thus achieving highly stable perovskite-based photovoltaic cells. 

In this fast-growing field, selection of the charge transport material has become crucial, not only 

for energy level matching and charge transport, but also in order to achieve high stability. Although 

incorporating organic charge transport layers can provide high efficiencies and reduced hysteresis, 

concerns remain regarding device stability and the cost of fabrication. Recently, several groups 

have attempted to replace these organic transport layers with inorganic materials such as CuSCN 

[18], CuI [19] and NiOx [20, 21] as the hole transport layers and ZnO [22] and TiO2 [2-11] as the 

n-type transport layers. It is known that metal oxides demonstrate much higher carrier mobility 
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and superior stability than the above-mentioned organic materials.[23, 24] In addition, metal 

oxides can be processed easily via solution from corresponding precursors and nanoparticles at 

low temperatures.  

In this work, I demonstrated perovskite solar cells that have all solution-processed metal 

oxide charge transport layers. Specifically, I use p-type NiOx and n-type ZnO nanoparticle films 

as the hole and electron transport layers, respectively. I demonstrate perovskite solar cells based 

on all-metal-oxide charge transport layers that show 16.1% efficiency and significantly improved 

stability compared with cells made with organic layers. I investigated degradation mechanisms 

and derive important guidelines for future device design with a view to achieving both highly 

efficient and stable solar devices. 

3.1 Metal oxide nanoparticle properties 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to characterize the NiOx and ZnO films. Figure 

3.1 presents AFM images of an ∼80-nm-thick NiOx film (Figure 3.1 (a)) and an ∼70-nm-thick ZnO 

film (Figure 3.1 (b)) on an indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate. The dense NiOx film consists of 

particles with sizes ranging from 50 to 100 nm that effectively serve as a hole-transport layer with 

electron-blocking properties. This NiOx film was obtained from nickel nitride precursors (unlike 

previously reported films, which were fabricated using nickel formate dehydrate [20] or nickel 

acetate tetrahydrate [25]) in accordance with previous reports describing high-quality metal oxide 

films grown from nitride salt precursors.[26] An AFM image of the ZnO film obtained via spin-

coating of a nanoparticle solution is shown in Figure 3.1. This ZnO nanoparticle film exhibits a 

continuous and smooth surface with a roughness of <2 nm and a particle size of <10 nm (Figure 

A.1). Scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) was then used to examine the electrical 
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properties of the metal oxide films. The work functions of the NiOx and ZnO were measured to be 

∼5.2 and 4.45 eV, respectively (Figure A.2). The small potential deviation observed indicates that 

the metal oxide films possess consistent electrical properties across the entire film. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Morphology of solution-processed metal oxides. AFM images of NiOx (a) and ZnO (b) on an 
ITO substrate. The particle sizes of NiO and ZnO are ∼80 and 10 nm, respectively. 

It is also essential for the metal oxide transport layers (especially the NiOx) to demonstrate 

low absorption in order to minimize optical losses within the thin-film photovoltaic device.	

Transmission spectra of the NiOx (80 nm) and ZnO (70 nm) films are provided in Figure A.3. The 

NiOx films show relatively high transmittance in the 300-900 nm range, with the exception of a 

small portion in the lower visible region that may result from defect-related absorption.[20, 25] 

Similarly, the ZnO films show good transmittance. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) 

measurements were carried out to elucidate the chemical compositions and band alignment of the 

NiOx and ZnO films. Figure 3.2 (a) presents XPS spectra of the Ni 2p3/2 peaks in NiOx, which can 
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be separated into three distinct peaks that are consistent with previous reports for NiOx films 

obtained via sol-gel or sputtering methods.[25, 27] The peak centered at a binding energy of 853.8 

eV pertains to Ni2+, characteristic of the standard Ni-O octahedral bonding configuration of the 

cubic NiOx rock salt.[25] The peak centered at 855.5 eV was ascribed to a vacancy induced Ni3+ 

ion, and the broad peak centered at 861.1 eV was attributed to a shake-up process.[25] Figure 3.2 

(b) shows XPS spectra for O 1s in NiOx, with a peak centered at 529.7 eV, further confirming the 

octahedral bonding of Ni-O. The peak at 531.6 eV may be ascribed to nickel hydroxides, including 

defective nickel oxides with hydroxyl groups adsorbed onto the surface.[25] The difference 

between the valence band and Fermi level of NiOx is ∼0.2 eV, based on the valence band spectra 

provided in Figure A.4. This confirms the p-type nature of the NiOx metal oxide. The work 

function of NiOx is 5.05 eV, as determined by UPS (Figure 3.2 (c)), which is higher than that of 

the conventional organic hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS (4.9 eV, Figure 3.2(c)). The work 

function of NiOx is closer to the valence band (VB) of perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3) than that of 

PEDOT:PSS, indicating that a higher Voc may be obtained for the devices, as will be shown in 

the following sections. The Zn 2p3/2 (located at 1,021.5 eV) and O 1s XPS spectra of ZnO are 

shown in Figure 3.2 (d),(e), respectively. The O 1s XPS spectrum for ZnO exhibits a degree of 

asymmetry in its shape,[28] where the peak with lower binding energy (530.1 eV) corresponds to 

O atoms in the ZnO crystal and the second peak (531.7 eV) is attributed to the presence of an 

oxygen-deficient component, such as zinc hydroxide.[28] The valence band maximum (VBM, 

determined via linear extrapolation of the leading edges of the valence band spectra) spectrum 

(Figure A.4) confirms the n-type nature of the ZnO used in this work. The work function of ZnO 

is 4.2 eV, as determined by UPS (Figure 3.2 (f)). For comparison, the UPS spectrum of the PCBM 
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film is also included in Figure 3.2 (f). It is found that the work functions of PCBM and ZnO are 

similar and close to the conduction band (CB) of CH3NH3PbI3. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Electronic states of the NiOx and ZnO nanoparticle films. XPS spectra depicting the Ni 2p3/2 
peaks (a) and O 1s peaks (b) of the NiOx films. (c), UPS measurements of NiOx and PEDOT:PSS films. 
(d),(e), XPS spectra of Zn 2p3/2 peaks (d) and O 1s peaks (e) characteristic of ZnO. (f), UPS measurements 
for ZnO and PCBM. For a,b,d,e: measured results, black line; fitting curve, red line; background, blue line; 
sub-peaks fitting, other colours. 

3.2 Charge transfer, film crystallinity and device structure 

On contact with charge transport layers, perovskite films typically exhibit strong 

photoluminescence quenching as evidence of efficient charge transfer from the photoactive layer 

to the transport layer. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the steady-state photoluminescence of glass/perovskite, 

glass/NiOx/perovskite and glass/perovskite/ZnO. A clear quenching of photoluminescence 

emission by both the NiOx and ZnO layers is observed. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) 

measurements of the CH3NH3PbI3 show a decrease in the photoluminescence lifetime of the 
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perovskite layer from 145 ns to 70 and 21 ns in the presence of NiOx and ZnO, respectively, 

indicating that charge carriers within the perovskite layer can be extracted effectively by these 

metal oxides.[29, 30] For comparison, the quenching behavior between perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3) 

and other common transport layers (spiro-OMeTAD, TiO2 and PCBM) was also investigated. The 

steady-state and TRPL measurements for these structures are shown in Figure 3.3 (a),(b). It was 

found that the spiro-OMeTAD and PCBM show a stronger quenching effect than the NiOx and 

ZnO, respectively, while TiO2 exhibits less quenching than ZnO.[29] The relationship between 

device performance and interfacial quenching will be the subject of future investigation. 
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Figure 3.3 Charge transport properties of the metal oxide and perovskite, with corresponding device 
structure. (a), Photoluminescence of CH3NH3PbI3 contacted with different interfaces: glass, NiOx, spiro-
OMeTAD, ZnO, TiO2 and PCBM. (b), TRPL data for CH3NH3PbI3 contacted with different interfaces: 
glass, NiOx, spiro-OMeTAD, ZnO, TiO2 and PCBM. (c), Overall device structure, consisting of 
glass/ITO/NiOx/CH3NH3PbI3/ZnO/Al. (d), Energy band alignment of the metal-oxide-based perovskite 
solar cell according to UPS measurements. 

The device structure of the all-metal-oxide-based perovskite solar cell is shown in Figure 

3.3 (c). This consists of glass/ITO/NiOx/perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3)/ZnO/Al, where the NiOx and 

ZnO act as the hole and electron transport layers, respectively. The band diagram for this structure 

is shown in Figure 3.3 (d) using the work functions of NiOx and ZnO measured in this work (Figure 
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3.2). On exposure to light, charge carriers are generated in the perovskite layer, and electrons and 

holes are subsequently collected by their respective contacts, ZnO and NiOx. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for perovskite films deposited on NiOx-coated ITO 

substrates are shown in Figure A.5, in which all the diffraction peaks originate from CH3NH3PbI3 

except for the one at 12.6°, which indicates a small amount of residual PbI2 (ref. 4). The crystal 

structure of the perovskite formed on the NiOx surface is β-phase.[31] The crystallinity of 

perovskite films constructed via a two-step method differs from those formed in one step, which 

usually have a (110) preferred orientation.[12, 30] Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 

of the perovskite film on NiOx are shown in Figure 3.4 (a). The film consists of large crystals with 

dimensions greater than 1 µm and shows no observable pinholes. The perovskite films grown on 

PEDOT:PSS have grain sizes of ∼300-500 nm (Figure A.6). This difference in crystal size strongly 

suggests that the NiOx surface provides better crystallinity of the perovskite film, possibly due to 

surface effects that may provide effective nucleation sites to initiate perovskite crystal growth. A 

top-view SEM image of the perovskite film capped by a ZnO layer is shown in Figure 3.4 (b), 

which shows full coverage of the perovskite film by ZnO nanoparticles. A cross-sectional image 

of the device (Al electrode not included) is shown in Figure 3.4 (c). The individual layers of 

NiOx/perovskite/ZnO can be distinguished easily, and have thicknesses of 80, 320 and 70 nm, 

respectively. Note that charge transport and collection occur along the vertical direction in a single 

crystal grain without grain boundary interference. 
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Figure 3.4 Morphology of perovskite film and device. (a), SEM image of perovskite growth on a NiOx 
surface achieved by two-step solution processing. (b), SEM image of perovskite coated with ZnO films. (c), 
Cross-sectional image of a device (the unfinished Al electrode is not included) with the structure 
glass/ITO/NiOx/perovskite/ZnO, with NiOx, perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3) and ZnO thicknesses of 80, 320 and 
70 nm, respectively. 

3.3 Device performances 

The dependence of device performance on NiOx thickness was investigated based on a 

device with the structure glass/ITO/NiOx/CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/Al. The results for different 

thicknesses of NiOx are presented in Figure A.7 (a). It was found that when the NiOx layer is too 

thin (for example, 20 nm), the devices show current leakage and low shunt resistance, resulting in 

a low open-circuit voltage and fill factor (FF), which could be due to the poor coverage of NiOx 

on the ITO surface. On the other hand, the series resistance will increase if the NiOx layer is too 

thick (for example, 120 nm), which will also reduce the FF. Devices with a NiOx thickness of 40 
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nm show better performance, still with a little leakage, while devices of 80 nm have the highest 

FF and best performance. Device performance distributions with different thicknesses of NiOx are 

shown in Figure A.8. Although the performances show some variation, it is clear that a NiOx 

thickness of 80 nm gives the best device performance, and thinner or thicker NiOx films yield 

inferior device performance. It was also found that the optimum thickness of ZnO as the electron 

transport layer is ∼70 nm (Figure A.7 (b)). The device performance distribution is summarized in 

Figure A.9, which indicates good reproducibility. The PCE of our devices was 14.6 ± 1.5% 

(uncertified). The best device performances for the all-metal-oxide-based devices are presented in 

Figure 3.5 (a), achieving a Voc of 1.01 V, Jsc of 21.0 mA cm-2 and FF of 76.0%, leading to an 

overall device efficiency of 16.1%. Based on an identical perovskite film, the NiOx hole transport 

layer produces a higher Voc than with PEDOT:PSS, and the ZnO-based device a higher Jsc 

compared with those using PCBM as an electron transport layer (Figures A.10–A.12). The higher 

Voc from the NiOx-based device could stem from two factors. The first is a more favorable band 

alignment between the hole transport layer and the perovskite film, where the VBs of NiOx and 

PEDOT:PSS were determined to be 5.05 and 4.9 eV (Figure 3.2). The deep VB of the NiOx could 

form a better ohmic contact with the perovskite layer, leading to a larger potential difference 

between the hole and electron transport layers.[20, 32] The second factor is an improved 

crystallinity of the perovskite film on NiOx compared with that formed on PEDOT:PSS (Figure 

3.4 and Figure A.6). The larger crystal size will reduce the number of grain boundaries, which 

could decrease recombination.[12] Both factors could lead to a higher open-circuit voltage using 

NiOx as the hole transport layer rather than PEDOT:PSS.[12, 32] The higher Jsc resulting from 

the ZnO-based devices may be attributed to a strong hole-blocking effect originating from the deep 

VB of ZnO and/or the optical spacer effect.[33, 34] The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the 
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all-metal-oxide-based device is shown in Figure 3.5 (b), and EQE integration over an AM 1.5G 

spectrum delivers a Jsc value consistent with the corresponding J-V measurement. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Device performance of metal-oxide-based perovskite solar cells 
(glass/ITO/NiOx/CH3NH3PbI3/ZnO/Al). (a), J-V curve of the best device under one sun conditions (100 
mW cm–2, AM 1.5G). (b), EQE of the metal-oxide-based perovskite solar cell. (c), Typical J-V curve 
obtained by reverse scan (1.2 V→0 V, step 0.02 V, delay time 200 ms) and forward scan (0 V→1.2 V, step 
0.02 V, delay time 200 ms) for the metal-oxide-based devices. 

Typical J-V curves for the metal-oxide-based device (NiOx/ZnO interface combination) 

with different scan directions (reverse and forward) are shown in Figure 3.5 (c), in which a small 

hysteresis can be observed. There is no, or negligible, J-V hysteresis when using PCBM 

(PEDOT:PSS/PCBM and NiOx/PCBM interface combinations) as the top electron transport layers 

(Figure A.13), which is consistent with previous results.[12, 35] Hysteresis is still a largely 

controversial issue in perovskite solar cells,[6, 36] but more and more results have recently 

supported the proposal that the hysteresis originates from ion motion within the perovskite 

layer.[35, 37-40] When an external field is applied, the ions move to the interface between the 

perovskite and the charge transport layer, and a temporary dipole forms, which is believed to be 

the reason for the hysteresis.[37-40] For an inverted structure, n-type PCBM is deposited on the 

perovskite, which could penetrate/diffuse into the perovskite layer through the pin-holes/grain 
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boundary during processing (spin-coating or annealing [35, 37]). Mobile ions in the perovskite 

could fully interact with PCBM to form a PCBM halide radical,[40] which is thought to stabilize 

electrostatic properties, reducing the electric field-induced anion migration that may give rise to 

hysteresis and thus resulting in no hysteresis.[35, 37-40] It was found that the devices still show 

obvious hysteresis when the PCBM is used as the bottom electron transport layer,[41] which could 

be explained by the fact that the perovskite and PCBM cannot penetrate into one another, and the 

ion movement in perovskite cannot be fully suppressed.[40] In the case of the metal oxide transport 

layers, the large metal oxide particles cannot easily diffuse into the perovskite layer and, more 

importantly, there is no ionic interaction between the perovskite and the metal oxide, so the ions 

will remain free to move around with changing bias,[38] resulting in the observed hysteresis 

(Figure 3.5 (c)). 

3.4 Device stability and degradation mechanism 

In spite of the high photovoltaic efficiency, one major concern is whether perovskite solar 

cells are durable for terrestrial applications.[42] We therefore monitored the stability of these 

devices using both inorganic and organic charge transport layers. Devices were tested without 

encapsulation (the devices were exposed directly to the environment, without any cover) in an 

ambient environment at 25 °C and with 30–50% humidity. As shown in Figure 3.6 (a), in terms of 

the PCE of the metal-oxide-based devices, the majority of the original device performance was 

retained for up to 60 days (for J-V curves see Figure A.10 and data for Table A.1). However, 

devices based on the organic charge transport layers degraded dramatically, with a drop-in 

efficiency to close to zero after only 5 days (Figure 3.6 (a), Figure A.11 and Table A.2). The 
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degradation of key photovoltaic parameters, that is, Jsc, Voc and FF versus time, is summarized 

in Figure 3.6 (b–d). 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Stability of the devices in an ambient environment without encapsulation. Device performances 
of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al (black) and ITO/NiOx/perovskite/ZnO/Al (red) structures as a 
function of storage time in an ambient environment (30–50% humidity, T=25 °C). (a), Normalized PCE. 
(b), Normalized Voc. (c), Normalized Jsc. (d), Normalized FF. 

Possible degradation mechanisms occurring when using PCBM may be due to (1) the 

adsorption of oxygen/water by the PCBM [43] and (2) incomplete coverage of the perovskite film 
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by the PCBM, thus providing insufficient protection and leading to a rapid chemical reaction 

between the Al electrode and the perovskite and/or further exposure to the ambient environment. 

It was found that the PCBM layer can itself degrade in ambient air through adsorption of 

oxygen or water.[43] The XPS results identified an additional peak due to the water-PCBM 

interaction, and the UPS data showed an increase in the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

of PCBM (Figure A.14). As a result, the degraded PCBM film showed a large contact resistance 

with the adjacent Al layer (Figure A.15), which is consistent with the dark J-V curve for the 

degraded devices (Figure A.11). 

In addition to degradation of the PCBM layer itself, the chemical reaction between the 

perovskite and the electrode is another major concern for device stability. Metals such as Al and 

Ag are commonly used as electrodes and can react with the perovskite film under humid conditions 

or when in direct contact with one another, according to our experimental evidence (Figure A.16). 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results (Figure A.17) indicated that metals such as Al 

can diffuse into the PCBM layer to a depth as great as 10 nm during evaporation of the metal.[44, 

45] This increases the possibility of direct physical contact between the perovskite and Al layer in 

the thinner electron transport layer locations, which would undoubtedly result in decomposition of 

the perovskite photoactive layer and severe damage to the metal electrode (Figure A.18). A thicker 

PCBM layer could potentially isolate the perovskite from the electrode and partially avoid such a 

chemical reaction (Figure A.16). However, this would also result in devices with poor 

performances due to the limited mobility of the PCBM (Figure A.19).[46] 

Through replacement of PCBM with ZnO in an ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/ZnO/Al 

device structure, a significant enhancement in stability was achieved (Figure A.12). The metal 

oxide ZnO showed good stability in ambient air (Figure A.15 and Table A.3), and the dense ZnO 
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was able to completely isolate the perovskite and Al electrode layers from one another (Figure 

A.16). Finally, the ZnO may serve as a robust diffusion barrier (similar to TiO2) against water due 

to its scavenging effects.[47] 

Furthermore, we have shown that using metal oxide NiOx as the hole transport layer can 

further improve the stability when compared with devices using PEDOT:PSS (Figure A.10 and 

A.12). PEDOT:PSS is commonly used as a hole transport layer, but is generally considered an 

unstable transport layer for organic devices due to its hydrophilic and acidic nature.[48] The stable 

p-type metal oxide NiOx was used to overcome this issue and improve device stability. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In summary, I have successfully demonstrated efficient perovskite solar cells employing 

all-solution-processed metal oxide charge transport layers. More importantly, it was found that our 

all metal-oxide devices show a significant improvement in stability in ambient air compared with 

devices made with organic transport layers. The mechanism of the improved stability has been 

discussed. The results show that metal oxide nanoparticles as transport layers are a promising 

material with which to construct efficient and stable perovskite solar cells for practical applications. 
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Chapter 4 High-efficiency robust perovskite solar cells on ultrathin flexible 

substrates 

Solution processing perovskite-based photovoltaic cells have reached a power conversion 

efficiency (PCE) of 20%.[1] The rapid progress in both device efficiency[2-8] and stability[9-11] 

indicates the potential application of perovskite materials in next generation solar cells. There are 

two device architectures currently dominating in the field of perovskite solar cells (pero-SCs): 

mesoporous type and planar heterojunction. Solar cells using a TiO2 mesoporous layer as a scaffold 

still lead in terms of efficiency. In addition to using a thick perovskite layer for stronger light 

absorption, obtaining high-quality TiO2 nanocrystals and forming high-quality interfacial contacts 

with the perovskite layer greatly improves device performance by reducing interface 

recombination. The TiO2 scaffold layer usually requires high temperature annealing at 450 °C that 

is commonly used in pero-SCs.[12, 13] 

As an alternative to the mesoporous pero-SCs, the planar heterojunction design, which 

features a straightforward fabrication procedure, is also becoming attractive.[5, 14, 15] In this 

device architecture, organic semiconductor hole and electron transporting layers, which have also 

been widely investigated, are proper candidates for high-throughput low temperature 

manufacturing (<150 °C), opening the possibility of constructing flexible photovoltaic cells on 

various polymer substrates. Most of the flexible pero-SCs have been reported with PCEs in the 

range of 6–10%.[16-19] Jung and colleagues have reported a perovskite device on polyethylene 

naphthalate (PEN)/indium-tin-oxide (ITO) based flexible substrates, giving a 12.2% PCE. 50% 

loss in initial PCE was observed after 1,000 fully bending cycles.[20] More recently, Seok and 

colleagues reported a flexible pero-SCs with a PCE of 14.85% based on the similar substrate.[21] 
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It is catching up with the state-of-the-art for flexible thin film solar cells, such as CIGS, CdTe and 

so on.[22, 23] 

Still most efficiency values of flexible devices lag behind those of the references on rigid 

substrates, and the bending durability of PEN/ITO is subpar. The major deficiencies arise from the 

relatively low conductivity and poor mechanical robustness of the transparent electrode on 

polymer substrates. Transparent conductive oxide (TCOs) electrodes, such as ITO and Al-doped 

ZnO usually have sheet resistance ~10 ohm sq-1, increasing series resistance of the photovoltaic 

cells. Besides, TCOs are normally fragile against repeated bending, which has been recognized as 

the origin of device degradation/failure.[20, 24] Going beyond flexible solar cells, wearable 

electronics require high durability against bending. It imposes further challenges to build up highly 

flexible pero-SCs. Until recently, the reported mechanical bending test of pero-SCs ended up with 

the failure of TCO electrodes, and whether perovskite thin films can endure multiple-times 

bending still remains unknown. Consequently, TCO-free electrodes or even indium-free electrodes 

are desirable owing to the poor mechanical robustness of poly-crystalline metal oxide films and 

the scarcity of indium and so on. Thin film conductors based on carbon materials[25] and metal 

nanowires[26] have been successfully demonstrated in flexible pero-SCs. However, the 

unsatisfying PCEs still limit their further applications, which is possibly ascribed to the imperfect 

perovskite film or poor contact between the neighboring layers including the electrode, interfacial 

layer and perovskite film. The substrate of the flexible electrode is particularly important as well.	

Although the planar heterojunction pero-SC can effectively lower the annealing temperature below 

150 °C, it is still higher than the glass-transition temperature of typical flexible substrates such as 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and PEN. As a result, it is desirable to develop flexible substrates 

or technology which are able to stand an annealing temperature of 150 °C. This is also critical for 
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the roll-to-roll manufacturing of high-performance flexible pero-SCs. Therefore, for the flexible 

pero-SCs, the flexible electrodes and substrates should have sufficient thermal stability, high 

electrical conductivity and optical transmission, bending durability, facilitating growth of high-

quality perovskite crystalline films. 

Recently, a flexible PET substrate with embedded Ag-mesh (FEAM) was successfully 

fabricated via nano-imprinting technique, and used as electrodes in flexible optoelectronic 

devices.[27-29] In combination with high-conductivity transparent conducting polymer (Clevios 

PH1000), the hybrid electrode with high lateral conductivity can be readily fabricated for wide 

application in thin film devices. The previous work shows that this hybrid electrode substrate with 

thickness of 200 µm exhibits a sheet resistance as low as 3 ohm sq-1 [28] The promising advantages 

of this hybrid electrode such as high flexibility and robustness, low sheet resistance and high 

transmission (78%) strongly suggest its future applications in flexible solar cells 

In this work, I integrate FEAM/PH1000 hybrid electrode into perovskite-based 

photovoltaic cells, and demonstrate an ultrathin flexible device delivering a PCE of 14.0%. This 

value is the highest among those pero-SCs based on TCO-free pero-SCs, and more importantly 

the device exhibits superior durability against mechanical bending over 5,000 times with 5 mm 

curvature and extremely high bending stability through rational device design. To fabricate the 

FEAM, we adopt low coverage, hexagonal Ag-mesh embedded in the ultrathin (~57 µm) 

ultraviolet-resin-coated PET substrate that ensures high optical transmission. The bottom of the 

ultrathin FEAM substrate is laminated on a 100-µm-thick highly hardened PET protection film for 

thermal processing. It can be readily peeled off after completing the device, giving the ultrathin 

flexible pero-SCs. 
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4.1 The structure and properties of FEAM-based hybrid electrode. 

Ultrathin FEAMs substrate can be readily scaled up via roll-to-roll nano-imprinting, which 

makes testing the feasibility of this type of substrate for applications in pero-SCs the main 

motivation of this work. Figure 4.1 (a) shows a 15-inch FEAM sheet exhibiting excellent flexibility 

and high transmission in the visible region. The substrate structure is shown in Figure 4.1 (b). The 

substrate consists of periodically hexagonal Ag-mesh (diagonal length of 180 µm, width of 3 µm 

and height of 2 µm) embedded in ultraviolet-resin coated on PET, giving a substrate with total 

thickness of 57 µm. It is noteworthy that the coverage rate of Ag-mesh is 3.2%, which causes very 

low optical loss of <4% according to Figure 4.1 (d). As the Ag-mesh period is several orders of 

magnitude larger than the visible wavelength, there is no significant light diffraction and 

scattering.[29] The hybrid electrode substrate PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 was formed by spin-coating 

PH1000 onto PET/Ag-mesh substrate, then annealing at 120 °C for 20 min (Figure 4.1 (c)). The 

150-nm-thick PH1000 layer shows smooth and continuous coverage on the PET surface with a 

root mean square (RMS) roughness of 2.0 nm. According to Figure 4.1 (d), the resulting hybrid 

PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 electrode shows a transmission of 82–86% in the visible region, with an 

excellent sheet resistance of ~3 ohm sq-1, almost one-third lower than that of commercial ITO-

glass substrates. It should be noted here that the groove is not completely filled with Ag 

nanoparticles during the fabrication, resulting in an ~500-nm-height difference between the Ag-

mesh and the substrate surface. However, PH1000 still forms sufficient contact with the Ag-mesh 

as discussed later. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the FEAMs substrate and hybrid electrode. (a) An image of the large-
area FEAMs substrate. (b) The structure of the FEAMs substrate with detail parameters. (c) The diagram 
for the hybrid electrode (PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000). (d) Transmission spectra of bare PET, PET/Ag-mesh, 
PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000-based substrates. 

4.2 FEAM substrate-based flexible pero-SCs design.  

To build up flexible pero-SCs, we adopted a conventional p-i-n architecture in which the 

hybrid electrode is used as an anode, that is, PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000/poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) (35 nm)/CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) 

(~280 nm)/phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (~60 nm)/Al (100 nm) as shown in 

Figure 4.2 (a). This device structure offers the benefit of efficient charge transfer from the 

perovskite thin film to the charge transport layers, ensuring sufficient charge extraction.[30-32] 

The ~57-µm-thick hybrid flexible electrode (PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000) and all organic interlayer 

materials (PEDOT:PSS and PCBM) ensure the ultrathin and flexible properties of pero-SCs. 
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Notably, PH1000 and Ag-mesh in PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 are used as electrode and transporting 

channel, respectively. PH1000 (~0.9 S cm-1) can efficiently collect charges along both the lateral 

and vertical direction in less than 100 µm.[33] The charges were then further gathered by the highly 

conductive Ag-mesh (>104 S cm-1). As the periodic Ag-mesh honeycomb has a diagonal of 180 

µm, the charge-transport pathway of PH1000 along the lateral direction is within 90 µm to ensure 

efficient charge extraction to the Ag mesh, and this is consistent with the low sheet resistance of 

the hybrid electrode. The perovskite films were fabricated by a standard two-step method.[34]  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Flexible pero-SCs architecture and morphology. (a) Device architecture of the hybrid 
electrode/PEDOT:PSS (35 nm)/MAPbI3 (~280 nm)/PCBM (~60 nm)/Al (100 nm) cells tested in this study. 
(b) Cross-section SEM images of complete perovskite devices showed both Ag-mesh area (scale bar, 1 mm) 
and Flat PET area (scale bar, 500 nm). SEM top-view images of perovskite films; (d): low-resolution image 
of perovskite film coated on both flat PET and Ag-mesh (scale bar, 2 mm); (c): film surface on bare PET 
(scale bar, 500 nm); (e): film surface on Ag-mesh (scale bar, 500 nm). (f) The corresponding energy-level 
diagram of each layer. 

Cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of an optimized device are 

presented in Figure 4.2 (b). The MAPbI3 layer, with its distinct feature and contrast, can be well 

distinguished from the hole- and electron-transporting layers. The well-defined and pinhole-free 
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perovskite film was observed from both the Ag-mesh area and the flat PET area, effectively 

depressing the shunting pathways. It is noteworthy to mention that the perovskite polycrystalline 

structure can be grown in the Ag-mesh groove. Even though the depth of the groove is ~400 nm 

after filling PH1000, the film quality remains. As shown in Figure 4.2 (c–e), the top-view SEM 

images of the perovskite film further identified homogeneous MAPbI3 crystals in both the Ag-

mesh and the flat PET area, confirming a high-quality film. 

Figure 4.2 (f) shows the energy band diagram of the pero-SC. The conduction band (CB) 

(3.75 eV) and the valence band (VB) (5.30 eV) in MAPbI3 are in good alignment with the LUMO 

level of PCBM (3.9 eV) and the work function of PEDOT:PSS (5.15 eV), respectively. Recent 

reports have alluded that minimizing the mismatch between the work functions of electrode and 

transporting layer can enhance charge transport through the transporting layer to its corresponding 

electrode.[35] Accordingly, scanning Kelvin probe microscopy was utilized to determine the 

surface potential (SP) difference of the PH1000 electrode before and after coating PEDOT:PSS. 

In the flat surface, both the scanning Kelvin probe microscopy images of the PH1000 electrode 

before and after coating PEDOT:PSS are rather homogeneous. A slightly increased SP of 80 mV 

was obtained after coating PEDOT:PSS film, giving corresponding work function of 5.09 eV and 

5.17 eV, respectively, which are rectified by the highly ordered pyrolytic graphite as standard 

sample.[36] Considering the similar work function and chemical compositions in PEDOT:PSS and 

PH1000, the contact should be Ohmic contact. These results indicate that there is no barrier for 

hole conduction from PEDOT:PSS to PH1000, which can efficiently avoid hole accumulation and 

facilitate greater transportation from PEDOT:PSS to PH1000. Moreover, in the Ag-mesh-covered 

area, the SP is not disturbed, and this further confirms the formation of continuous and 

homogeneous PEDOT:PSS films throughout the substrate surface. 
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4.3 Performance of flexible pero-SCs.  

4.3.1 Device performance of flexible solar cells 

Figure 4.3 (a) shows the current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of an inverted, planar, 

flexible PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al solar cell. The champion 

flexible device achieved a power conversion efficiency of 13.7% with a short-circuit current (Jsc) 

of 19.3 mA cm-2, open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.90 V, fill factor (FF) of 0.79 in the forward scan 

direction, and a PCE of 14.2% with a Jsc of 19.5 mA cm-2, Voc of 0.91V and FF of 0.80 in the 

reverse scan direction under 100 mW cm-2 AM 1.5G illumination. The flexible cell exhibits 

competitive efficiency as the control devices on rigid glass/ITO substrate, indicating the enormous 

potential of our hybrid electrode in pero-SC. The slightly lower Jsc should be attributed to the 

lower transmission of the PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 electrode (82–86% in the visible region) 

compared with that of glass/ITO electrode (82–91% in the visible region). According to previous 

reports,[17, 18] such p-i-n type devices usually show weak hysteresis with respect to the scan 

direction and rate owing to their fast response to an incident light signal.[37] In the case of flexible 

cells, the devices show even less hysteresis than the rigid ones. To accurately evaluate the 

efficiency, we took a steady-state current output at a forward bias of 0.8 V, which corresponds to 

the point of maximum power output, as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). The flexible cell yielded a 

stabilized current density of 17.4 mA cm-2, corresponding to a power output of 14.0 mW cm-2, 

equal to 14.0% PCE. To the best of my knowledge, this is the highest PCE observed in a TCO-

free flexible pero-SC. It is also noteworthy to mention that the flexible pero-SC gives a high 

specific power (the ratio of power to device weight) reaching 1.96 kW kg-1 owing to the ultrathin 

device, which also holds promising application in light-weight photovoltaic purpose, such as 

unmanned aerial vehicles.[38] 
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Figure 4.3 Photovoltaic performance characteristics. (a) J-V curves in reverse and forward scan measured 
under 100mWcm-2 AM 1.5G illumination and dark for the champion flexible PET/Ag-
mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3/PCBM/Al solar cell: Inset shows photograph of corresponding ultra-
thin flexible pero-SCs. (b) Steady-state photocurrent output at the maximum power point (0.8 V). (c) 
External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum of champion flexible pero-SC. (d) Histograms of device PCE 
measured for 50 devices of PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3/PCBM/Al. 

To accurately evaluate the hysteresis behaviors, the J-V curves of the optimizing devices 

based on PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 and glass/ITO electrodes were measured at varied scan rates of 

2.4 V s-1, 200 mV s-1 and 20 mV s-1 from both scanning directions. In the case of flexible pero-SC, 

we confirm that the flexible pero-SC has less hysteresis than the control device, with slight change 

in Jsc in the range of 19.2–19.6 mA cm-2 and FF between 0.77 and 0.80. In contrast, the rigid pero-

SCs showed obvious hysteresis. FF varied from 0.65 to 0.73 when the scanning rate is changed 
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from 2.4 V s-1 to 200 mV s-1 in both scanning directions. Meanwhile, Jsc changes significantly 

from 21.1 mA cm-2 at high scan rate to 20.0 mA cm-2 at low scan rate. It indicates that it takes 

longer for the glass/ITO-based device to reach steady state. To confirm that, we measured 

photocurrent response at the maximum power point using manually controlled shutter (response 

time within 0.1 s) to turn on and off the incident light. However, photocurrent from the rigid cell 

needs more than 1.9 s to fully saturate. Considering the similar structure of flexible and rigid 

devices, it is reasonable to attribute the less hysteresis of the flexible device to the high charge 

carrier extraction ability of hybrid electrode. 

The external quantum efficiency spectra of the flexible pero-SC is shown in Figure 4.3 (c). 

The integrated Jsc is 17.9 mA cm-2, close to the Jsc (19.5 mA cm-2) obtained under AM 1.5G solar 

simulator. The external quantum efficiency exceeds 70% from 400 to 610 nm, with a peak value 

of 78% at 520 nm. However, it drops to ~68% in the long wavelength region of 630–700 nm, 

which should be owing to the incomplete absorption of light. The perovskite layer is relatively 

thin, and the absorption coefficient is also low in this range. As the reproducibility of device 

efficiency has been a concern of the scientific community, we further show a histogram of the PCE 

of the flexible pero-SCs in Figure 4.3 (d). Over 50 devices were fabricated and characterized, 

producing a 4.0% relative standard deviation in PCE, and thus the PCEs and reproducibility are 

also encouraging. 
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Figure 4.4 Characterization of flexible pero-SCs. (a) JSC as a function of light intensity in a double log plot. 
(b) VOC as a function of light intensity in a semi-log scale. (c) The steady-state PL spectra of perovskite 
film on various substrates, and (d) TRPL decay transient spectra of PET/Ag-
mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3 and glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3. Charge transient time and 
traces for optimized devices based on glass/ITO and PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 electrodes by (e) transient 
photovoltage measurement under 0.5 sun bias light and (f) transient photocurrent measurement. 

To further understand the device operation in the flexible pero-SCs, light intensity 

dependence of J-V characteristics of the device was measured under illumination of a solar 

simulator with a set of neutral density filters. Figure 4.4 (a) shows the linear relationship of the 
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photocurrent with light intensity in a double logarithmic scale for the device with a slope close to 

unity, indicating no substantial space charge build-up and confirming the good electrical contact 

in the device.[39] Figure 4.4 (b) gives Voc as a function of light intensity. We can see that Voc 

increases monotonically with light intensity for the flexible pero-SCs. The dependence of Voc on 

light intensity implies that trap-assisted Schockley-Read-Hall recombination plays a minor role 

even at low light intensity.[40] 

4.3.2 Photoluminescence study of the films 

I looked into the charge dynamics by measuring steady-state photoluminescence (PL) and 

time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) characterization. Both have been recognized to be 

proper tools to understand the charge extraction in perovskite-based solar cells. Figure 4.4 (c) 

shows the steady-state PL spectra of MAPbI3 films on PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS and 

glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS. The PL intensity on PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS was reduced by 

one order of magnitude compared with that on glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS. It strongly indicates that 

this PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 hybrid electrode coated with PEDOT:PSS hole-transporting layer can 

extract charge carrier more efficiently, which is consistent with the less hysteresis of the flexible 

pero-SCs. The TRPL was measured by monitoring the peak emission at 768 nm as shown in Figure 

4.4 (d). Fitting the data with bi-exponential decay yields a fast decay (τ1) component and a slow 

decay (τ2) component. The fast decay would be originated from the quenching of charge carriers 

by the anode contact, and the slow decay component could be attributed to the radiative 

recombination of free charge carriers before the charge collection.[41] In the case of 

glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3, the fast decay lifetime was 43.67 ns with a 61.3% ratio and the 

slow decay lifetime was 165.95 ns with a 38.7% ratio, suggesting that the depopulation of 

photogenerated charges was dominated by charge collection through the PEDOT:PSS/perovskite 
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interface and appropriate radiative recombination.	 For PET/Ag-

mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3, both τ1 and τ2 were shortened to 22.34 and 129.40 ns, 

respectively, and τ1 dominated the PL decay, which can be interpreted that the hybrid PET/Ag-

mesh/PH1000 electrode induces a faster charge transfer from MAPbI3. Therefore, it is apparent 

that the majority of photogenerated carriers were collected by the electrode with minimal 

recombination loss. The fast charge transfer and efficient collection shown in the devices based on 

PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3 may be closely related to the less interfacial barrier 

and a more efficient charge carrier extraction as discussed above, thus contributing to an 

enhancement of photovoltaic properties, such as less hysteresis and high FF.  

It is further studied the effects of the flexible hybrid electrode on the charge carrier 

recombination and transport characteristics in complete devices by measuring the charge carrier 

lifetime and charge carrier extraction time via transient photovoltage (TPV) and transient 

photocurrent (TPC) methods, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.4 (e), the carrier lifetime of 

flexible device was slightly increased to 8.9 µs, compared with 8.2 µs in glass/ITO-based device, 

under 0.5 sun bias light at open-circuit condition, suggesting the similar perovskite film quality on 

both flexible and rigid substrates. In Figure 4.4 (f), the photocurrent decay time at short circuit 

condition decreased to 0.42 µs for the flexible device, compared with 0.65 µs for the rigid device. 

The high charge carrier extraction capability of PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 electrode reduced charge 

carrier extraction time by 1.5 times, thus benefiting for the efficient charge carrier separation and 

extraction. 

4.3.3 Impact of thermal annealing process on device performance 

One concern regarding the Ag-mesh electrode is that Ag may react with the halogen in the 

perovskite film, which is likely owing to the formation of a silver halide, especially when annealed 
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in ambient air. When I deposited MAPbI3-xClx film via the one-step method, which requires 

thermal annealing for ~1.5 h, it was found that the long thermal annealing process can dramatically 

decrease the conductivity of the embedded Ag-mesh and the corresponding device performance. I 

attribute this to the formation of non-conducting silver halide. Therefore, I used the two-step 

deposition method to avoid long thermal annealing, which results in the reaction between Ag-mesh 

and perovskite and also balanced the growth of perovskite crystal on the substrate consisting of 

double components (flat PET and Ag-mesh groove). On the PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 substrates, I 

found that there was a strong dependence of photovoltaic performance on thermal annealing as 

shown in Figure 4.5 (a). When the annealing time was extended from 10 s to 2 mins at 130 °C, the 

PCEs improved from 7.0% to 13.1%. With further thermal annealing up to 8 mins, the PCEs 

dramatically dropped to 6.8%. We then studied the relationship between photovoltaic performance 

and thermal annealing time, and the composition/morphology evolution of two-step solution-

processed MAPbI3 crystals on PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 substrate was further investigated by using 

SEM and X-ray diffraction. Films with different annealing times (10 s, 30 s, 1 min, 2 mins, 4 mins 

and 8 mins) were chosen for the X-ray diffraction patterns and SEM images shown in Figure 4.5. 

As shown in Figure 4.5 (b), the perovskite film on the PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 substrate, after quick 

annealing for 10 s, exhibited clear diffraction peaks at 14.1°, 28.5° and 31.9°, and were assigned 

to the (100), (200) and (210) planes, respectively, characteristic of a cubic perovskite structure.[42] 

With increasing annealing time, the diffraction peaks remain, which indicates that the major part 

of the precursors was converted to MAPbI3 crystal even after short annealing at 130 °C. 

Nevertheless, residual PbI2 is present according to the X-ray diffraction pattern, which is favorable 

for pero-SC via surface passivation.[43] Moreover, the full width at half maximum of the (100) 

peak reduce gradually from 0.203° to 0.178° when the thermal annealing time increased from 30 
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s to 8 mins. It should be noted that both increased crystallinity and a larger grain size with less 

grain boundaries are evidenced by narrowed X-ray diffraction peak, which is strongly related to 

the photovoltaic performance.[44] However, films annealed for 4 and 8 mins exhibit higher 

crystallinity, but dramatically decreased PCEs, compared with optimized condition. It is probably 

caused by decomposition of perovskite film and reaction between perovskite and Ag-mesh as 

discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Annealing-time evolution of the perovskite films. Annealing MAPbI3 grown on PET/Ag-
mesh/PH1000/PEDOT:PSS substrate at 130 °C for 10 s, 30 s, 1 min, 2 min, 4 min and 8 min, respectively: 
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(a) J-V curves of the corresponding solar cells. (b) X-ray diffraction patterns of the perovskite films. (c–h) 
Top-view SEM images of the perovskite films coated on both flat PET and Ag-mesh area (scale bar, 2 mm): 
(c) 10s; (d) 30s; (e) 1 min; (f) 2 min; (g) 4 min; (h) 8 min. Ag-mesh area row: the SEM images of 
corresponding perovskite films coated on Ag-mesh (scale bar, 500 nm); Flat PET area row: SEM images 
of corresponding perovskite films coated on flat PET (scale bar, 500 nm). 

SEM images (Figure 4.5 (c–h)) further reveal the morphology evolution of the perovskite 

films upon annealing. The perovskite film (Figure 4.5 (c)) was compact and conformal on top of 

both the PET and the Ag-mesh after thermal annealing for 10 s. On the edge of the Ag-mesh, we 

observed relatively high brightness contrast compared with the adjacent area, possibly owing to 

less conductivity and more accumulation of charges. Precursor conversion is not complete, likely 

owing to the non-uniform thermal conductivity of the hybrid electrode, considering the higher 

thermal conductivity of Ag-mesh than those of the polymer and conducting polymer components. 

With the annealing time increased to 30 s, the appearance of pinholes was observed. Again, the 

change in film morphology, along with improved photovoltaic efficiency, (that is, dramatic Jsc 

enhancement and reduction in series resistance) indicates that the conversion of precursors into 

perovskite is still favored. As for the pinholes, we coated a PCBM layer to fully cover the 

perovskite film surface and thus prevent shunting owing to direct contact between Al cathode and 

PEDOT:PSS layer.[41, 45] Increasing the annealing time to 1 and 2 mins, the film morphology 

was further improved, giving a continuous and homogeneous surface with larger grain size and a 

compact perovskite film. The optimal morphology of the perovskite film can facilitate the charge 

carrier transportation and collection, and can further contribute to an improved PCE value. Further 

increasing the annealing time to 4 and 8 mins, however, results in a large number of bright contrast 

disordered grains, especially around the Ag-mesh, strongly indicating decomposition of the 

perovskite films owing to overheating. The photovoltaic cells based on these films yielded inferior 

PCEs below 10%. Compared with the optimized devices, all the three parameters determining PCE, 
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that is, Voc, Jsc and FF, decreased. It was further found that long-time annealing at 130 °C will 

result in the decomposition of the perovskite films. 

To understand the correlation between charge carrier extraction dynamics and 

crystallographic properties of perovskite films, we performed TPV and TPC measurement. 

According to the TPV data, extending the annealing time from 1 to 2 min increased carrier lifetime 

from 5.3 to 8.2 µs, which can be ascribed to the fewer defects in the perovskite film consistent 

with the increased crystallinity of perovskite films and larger grain size. With further annealing up 

to 4 and 8 mins, the carrier lifetime dramatically decreased to 3.4 and 1.7 µs, respectively, which, 

as we discussed in previous section, may result from perovskite decomposition. From TPC 

measurement, the 2-min annealed device has the fastest charge extraction, which is consistent with 

continuous and homogeneous film surface, large grain size, high crystallinity and beneficial to the 

device performance, especially FF and Jsc. However, after annealing up to 4 and 8 mins, charge 

carrier extraction times are significantly increased. It could be caused by more defects in the 

perovskite film, resulting from the decomposition of the perovskite films and reaction between 

Ag-mesh and perovskite because of overheating. Therefore, the high device performance is likely 

owing to the high perovskite crystallinity with less defects and well protected Ag-mesh. 

4.4 Bending and thermal stability test of flexible pero-SCs.  

From the viewpoint of the utilization of the flexible pero-SCs, the mechanical flexibility 

and durability under bending stress are of great importance concerning practical applications, such 

as portable and wearable electronics. Bending tests, taking into account the bending radii and 

cycles, were carried out to evaluate the device stability against mechanical bending. The flexible 

pero-SCs were bent with five different radii of curvature (r=¥, 7, 5, 3.5 and 2 mm) in one bending 
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cycle as shown in Figure 4.6 (a) inset. The PCE showed almost no decrease in efficiency even with 

2 mm of bending radius, which is closing to the limit bending radius, retaining 98.1% of the 

original PCE value (Figure 4.6 (a)). This result indicates that both the PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 

electrode and perovskite film possess high flexibility. We further evaluated the effects of 

mechanical bending on PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 electrode via multiple-cycles bending test. A 

reference pero-SC on PET/ITO electrode was also fabricated for comparison. A total of 5,000 

consecutive bending cycles at radius of 5 mm were conducted. As shown in Figure 4.6 (b), the 

flexible pero-SCs based on PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 electrode display very promising mechanical 

bending stability. The PCE sustained even after 1,500-cycle bending. We then further went up to 

5,000 cycles, the device still retaining 95.4% of its initial PCE, accompanying the well-maintained 

key photovoltaic parameters such as Jsc, Voc and FF. Such high bending durability is very 

competitive to the state-of-the-art in flexible solar cell field, while still holding the advantage of 

high efficiency.[46] The reference on PET/ITO substrate showed obviously deteriorated trend of 

device performance after 100 bending cycles, consistent with previous report.[20] PCE decreased 

to 30% of its initial value after 1,000 bending cycles. As reported by Jung and colleagues,[20] the 

sheet resistance of PET/ITO electrode abruptly increased owing to the fracture in ITO 

polycrystalline structure, which results in the dramatic deterioration in device performance. 

Therefore, our results demonstrated that the high flexibility and durability of pero-SCs on flexible 

hybrid substrates are ascribed to the combination of embedded Ag-mesh charge transport channel 

in a PET substrate and high conductivity polymer electrode. The former reserved the characteristic 

of high mechanical flexibility and durability of PET substrate owing to the low coverage and 

embedded Ag-mesh. The latter utilized the high flexibility nature of the polymer. More importantly, 
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we proved that the inorganic-organic halide perovskites possessed the high flexibility and 

promising durability, which can further extend its state-of-the-art flexible electronics expectation. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Bending and stability test of flexible pero-SCs. (a) PCEs measured after bending PET/Ag-
mesh/PH1000 electrode-based flexible pero-SCs within a specified radius of ∞, 7, 5, 3.5 and 2 mm. The 
inset shows the real images of the corresponding bending radii, respectively. (b) PCEs of flexible pero-SCs 
based on both PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 and PET/ITO electrodes as a function of bending cycles at a radius 
of 5 mm. (c) Stability of pero-SCs based on both PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 and glass/ITO substrates under 
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room temperature in N2-filled glove box in a timescale of a few hundred hours. PCE values are obtained 
from statistical distribution of six devices for each condition. The ball symbols represent the mean, while 
the line across the ball represents the distribution. 

The mechanical deformation caused ~5% loss in PCE after 5,000 bending cycles, 

stimulating us toward more insight into bending durability of pervoskite film. The perovskite film 

retains the cubic structure with the same full width at half maximum after bending 2,000 and 5,000 

cycles, indicating that the crystallinity does not degrade upon bending. Meanwhile, 2,000 bending 

cycles does not cause any observable changes in film morphology. Similarly, the perovskite film 

after 5,000 bending cycles shows no cracks from both top and cross-section view. However, after 

5,000 bending cycles, as shown in higher resolution SEM image, some pinholes with diameter of 

20-50 nm were observed close to the grain boundaries. The developed pinholes could be 

responsible for the efficiency loss. Steady-state PL and TRPL measurement of the bent-state 

perovskite film were used to further investigate the issue. The PL intensities of perovskite film 

before and after bending are almost identical, indicating that the electronic coupling between layers 

in device is not affected by the bending process, and the flexible electrode coated with PEDOT:PSS 

hole-transporting layer can still extract charge carrier efficiently even after 5,000 bending cycles. 

The fast component of PL decay, τ1, were also similar according to TRPL data. However, with 

increasing bending cycles to 5,000, the slow component, τ2, slightly decreases, and the ratio of τ2 

in the overall decay process increases. As τ2 comes from the delayed recombination of trapped 

charges in perovskite bulk film, the pinholes originating from the mechanical bending could be 

the reason of slightly increased trap density and thus the decrease in photovoltaic efficiency. 

Device thermal stability is always another major concern with regard to the potential of 

hybrid electrodes. In particular, solar cells normally operate at elevated temperatures. Therefore, I 

recorded the device efficiency as a function of time at various temperatures. The flexible pero-SC 
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stored in inert atmosphere is relatively stable at room temperature as illustrated in Figure 4.6 (c). 

PCE of 12.2% retains 91.6% of initial value after 500 h storage, which is slightly better than that 

of the rigid control device (90.5% of initial PCE). The efficiency of flexible device decreased by 

~25% (PCE of 9.60%) after 500 h at 45 °C, while the rigid device lost ~31% (PCE of 9.45%). At 

70 °C, both flexible and rigid pero-SCs deteriorated quickly and showed photovoltaic 

characteristics with ~23 and 15% of their initial values, respectively, after 97 h. It could be 

attributed to the intrinsic issues of this device structure, such as the acidic PEDOT:PSS, 

crystallization of PCBM, as well as the thermal stability of perovskite film.[47] According to our 

results, the flexible electrode does not induce noticeable device degradation at the initial stage of 

500 h of stability test. Therefore, the PET/Ag-mesh/PH1000 hybrid electrode is a promising 

candidate for large-scale manufacturing of pero-SCs. 

4.5 Experiment methods 

4.5.1 FEAM substrate fabrication.  

The fabrication process of FEAM is described as follows. First, the bottom of PET 

(thickness of 50 µm) substrate was covered by a highly hardening treatment PET protection film 

(thickness of 100 µm), which can well prevent distortion of the PET substrate during device 

fabrication process and be easily peeled from the FEAMs-based device. Second, we design and 

fabricate a protruding hexagon-patterned nickel (Ni) mould (diagonal length of 90 µm, width of 3 

µm and height of 2 µm) through electroforming. Then the Ni mould with an area 500 mm × 630 

mm was wrapped around a steel roller with the diameter of 200 mm, forming Ni roller mould. The 

ultraviolet-resin (thickness of 7 µm)-coated PET (thickness of 50 µm) substrate was transferred at 

a speed of 10 m min-1 by roll-to-roll nanoimprinting machine, and imprinted by the Ni roller mould 
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with a pressure of 0.25 g under ultraviolet irradiation. The roll-to-roll ultraviolet nanoimprinting 

lithography can significantly improve the substrate imprinting efficiency. Third, the imprinted 

groove was filled with Ag ink containing conductive submicron Ag nanoparticles (viscosity of 500 

c.p.s.) and the excess Ag ink was removed by means of scraping. The same process was repeated 

at least three times for complete filling. Meanwhile, to make the surface clear, the wiping process 

was performed with ethanol. Subsequently, the substrate underwent sintering at 80 °C for 10 min. 

Finally, an antistatic protective film was covered on the completed substrate. 

4.5.2 Flexible pero-SCs fabrication.  

A 15-inch FEAM substrate containing 100 pieces of modules with a size of 15mm×15mm 

were cut off and then peeled off the antistatic protective film, on which we fabricated perovskite 

solar cells, directly. The processing and device geometry are exactly the same as the reference 

cells made on the ITO-coated glass. The fabricated process of flexible pero-SC is as the following 

steps: Step 1, the high conductivity polymer PH1000 (Heraeus, Clevios PH1000, Germany) with 

the thickness of 150 nm was spin-coated on the surface of FEAM under 800 r.p.m., and then baked 

at 120 °C for 15 min in ambient air. Step 2, an ~40-nm-thick buffer layer of PEDOT-4083 (Heraeus, 

Clevios PVPAI 4083, Germany) was subsequently spincoated at 2,000 r.p.m. and baked at 120 °C 

for 20 min in ambient air. Step 3, the substrates were transferred into nitrogen glove box for coating 

of the perovskite layer. In this study, for perovskite layer, we adopted two-step spin-coating 

method to make a dense and highly uniform film. The 1M PbI2 solution was stirred in N,N-

Dimethylformamide solvent at 70 °C for 4 h. The PbI2 solution was spin-coated on substrates and 

then dried at 70 °C for 10 min. Step 4 and 5, 50 mg ml-1 of CH3NH3I (MAI) in 2-propanol solution 

was coated on PbI2 layer and the film was taken out for annealing in ambient air at 130 °C for 1 

min 40 s for the champion device. Step 6, for PCBM coating (~60 nm), a 2 wt% PCBM in 
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chlorobenzene solution was spincoated onto the perovskite layer. Step 7, the devices were 

transferred into a vacuum chamber for 100 nm Al electrode deposition by thermal evaporation at 

4×10-6 bar with a shadow mask. The active area was 0.1 cm2. Finally, step 8, the highly hardening 

treatment PET protection film coated on the bottom of FEAM substrate was peeled off. The ultra-

thin flexible pero-SCs were obtained.  

4.6 Conclusion 

In summary, ultrathin flexible pero-SCs with planar heterojunction architecture have been 

successfully constructed on 50-µm-thick PET substrate-based Ag-mesh/PH1000 hybrid electrode. 

A currently highest PCE (14.0%) of TCO-free flexible pero-SCs has been reported. The keys to 

achieve highly efficient flexible pero-SCs are the high transmission, low sheet resistance, excellent 

thermal stability of this hybrid electrode, as well as the well-designed device architecture with 

aligned work functions of PH1000/PEDOT:PSS efficiently extracting charge carriers, and a 

perfect perovskite film. The ultrathin flexible pero-SCs exhibit excellent bending durability 

retaining over 95.4% of its initial PCE value even after 5,000 fully bending cycles. This study 

opens an effective protocol for fabricating efficient, high specific power and bending durable 

flexible pero-SCs. 
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Chapter 5 Pure formamidinium-based perovskite light-emitting diodes with 

high efficiency and low driving voltage 

5.1 Introduction of perovskite light-emitting diodes 

Organometal halide based perovskite material has been intensively investigated for 

photovoltaic applications in the past few years. This class of materials has great optoelectronic 

proprieties, for example, shallow traps, benign grain boundaries and high diffusion length.[1] 

Recently, several studies have shown that organometal halide perovskite also has great application 

potential in light emitting diodes (LEDs).[2-6] The perovskite LEDs show pure 

electroluminescence (EL) with narrow full width at half maximum (FWHM), which is an 

advantage for display, lighting or lasing applications.[7] This narrow emission peak comes from 

the fact that all possible point defects in organometal halide perovskite are shallow defects close 

to the valence band maximum or conduction band minimum with the formation energy of less than 

50 meV.[8] A narrow emission spectrum provides a better color rendering ability in RGB systems 

and shows more application potential for displays. Moreover, the band gap of organometal halide 

perovskite can be easily tuned by, for example, changing the stoichiometric ratio of different halide 

compounds in perovskite, resulting in a full spectrum emission ranging from UV to near infrared 

(NIR) being realized in perovskite LEDs.[9-11] Red and green light emitting perovskite LEDs 

were first demonstrated by Tan et al. by using CH3NH3PbBr2I mixed halide perovskite as red 

emitter with a 630 nm emitting wavelength.[2] CH3NH3PbI3-xClx mixed perovskite material was 

also widely used as a NIR emitter with emitting wavelength around 770 nm.[12] 

Methylammonium (MA)-based green-emitting CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite material was heavily 
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investigated as the emitter in perovskite LEDs,[5, 13, 14] with Cho et al achieving a high current 

efficiency of 42 cd A-1.[3]  

It is reported that HC(NH2)2PbBr3 (FAPbBr3) shows superior carrier lifetime and diffusion 

length to MAPbBr3 in the form of single crystal[15] and solution processed films,[16] which shows 

its great potential for optoelectronic devices. Moreover, FA+ has a larger ion radius than MA+ for 

the A-site substitute in perovskite, which leads to a higher tolerance factor that is closer to 1. For 

a cubic structured perovskite, a tolerance factor in the range between 0.9 and 1 is preferred at room 

temperature for good crystal stability, which is vital for any real world application.[17] Pure 

FAPbBr3 perovskite does not produce a high efficiency solar cell due to large bandgap (2.3 eV). 

For example, FAPbBr3 perovskite solar cell by Hanusch showed a near 7% power conversion 

efficiency.[16] However, FAPbBr3 is a great choice as a green light emitter in LED applications. 

So far formamidinium (FA)-based perovskite has not been adopted into LEDs.  

In this study, I focused on a green LED using FA-based perovskite emitter. Using a two-

step sequential solution processed deposition method, we fabricate high quality FA-perovskite 

films that are highly dense and uniform. In this two-step approach, FABr is spin-deposited on top 

of pre-deposited PbBr2 layer. Then thermal annealing of the solid-state films leads to a phase 

transition process in which both the nucleation and growth of perovskite crystals are completed. 

The FAPbBr3 perovskite film acquired by this two-step method shows superior optical and 

electrical quality, which enables highly reproducible LED devices. In LED devices, proper energy 

alignment of both electron and hole transporting layers with the light emitter is important to 

facilitate the charge injections and increase the efficiency. In this work, we construct an n-i-p LED 

device structure to realize both efficient charge injection and radiative recombination in the emitter. 

More specifically, a solution processed ZnO nanoparticle layer and poly-TPD layer were used as 
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the electron transporting layer (ETL) and hole transporting layer (HTL), respectively. Another 

important reason for this ETL and HTL selection is the hole-blocking capability of ZnO and the 

electron-blocking capability of poly-TPD, which confines the emission zone in the light emitting 

perovskite layer. As a result, a green light emitting diode (EL peak ~540 nm) was achieved with a 

high external quantum efficiency of 1.16%. In this study, maximum brightness of over 13000 cd 

A-1 was achieved at a very low driving voltage of 3.2 V. Even more interesting, while the bandgap 

of FAPbBr3 perovskite emitter is 2.3 eV, the LED devices start to light up at driving voltage as 

low as 1.7 V, which is much lower than the bandgap of FAPbBr3. The mechanism of this sub-

bandgap emission in the perovskite LED device is further discussed in this study. Our experimental 

results strongly suggest that Auger process is responsible for the sub-bandgap emission in the 

device. 

5.2 Characterization of FAPbBr3  

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern in Figure 5.1 shows that the FA-based bromide 

perovskite has a similar crystal structure as MAPbBr3, which has a Pm3m cubic crystal structure. 

The three major diffraction peaks represent the (100), (110) and (200) planes, respectively. Our 

result is consistent with a few reported FAPbBr3-related studies.[9, 16] The major peak at 18.3° 

((020) plane) is the signature of the PbBr2 crystal.  After the deposition of FABr followed by 70°C 

annealing, the PbBr2 peak at 18.3° completely disappeared, indicating the complete phase 

transformation to the FAPbBr3 film. In the FAPbBr3 film, the FA cations are located in the center 

of the octahedral PbBr6 structure, which is again similar to the MAPbBr3 case. However, the lattice 

of the PbBr6 octahedral expands a little in the FAPbBr3 crystal as a result of the larger molecular 

size of the FA cation.[9] Due to a more spaced crystal lattice, the bandgap of FAPbBr3 is slightly 
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larger than that of MAPbBr3. The UV-Vis absorption is shown in Figure 5.2 and the absorption 

edge is located at around 540 nm. The optical bandgap is thus determined as 2.3 eV. A strong 

photoluminescence (PL) peak at 540 nm is recorded under a 350 nm UV illumination. High color 

purity with FWHM≈20 nm is clearly seen.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.1 XRD analysis of PbBr2 and FAPbBr3 thin films. 
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Figure 5.2 Absorption and PL spectra of FAPbBr3 film with the image of the FAPbBr3 film excited under 
405 nm laser.  

5.3 Design of LED device structure 

5.3.1 Film morphology and devices structure 

A schematic diagram of the device structure and the cross-sectional scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) image are shown in Figure 5.3. After 150 °C thermal annealing, the ZnO NP 

film exhibits a dense and continuous film. The optimal thickness of ZnO film is found to be around 

40 nm. The quality of ZnO layer is important, since a dense and continuous film ensures the 

coverage on top of the indium tin oxide (ITO) glass, which effectively prevents the possible 

shunting paths in the device. The top-view SEM image (Figure 5.3 (c)) shows a uniform perovskite 

film (on the ZnO NP layer), without observable pin-holes. The film has an average grain size of 

100–200 nm in both lateral and vertical directions. The two-step processed FAPbBr3 has a well-
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controlled surface roughness (less than 20 nm) that makes it possible for the poly-TPD layer to 

fully cover the surface.  
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a)	

	
b)	

	
	
c)	
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Figure 5.3 a) Schematic device structure and b) cross-sectional SEM image of FAPbBr3-based LED, and c) 
SEM image of FAPbBr3 surface. 

5.3.2 Band alignment and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 

The appropriate band alignment is essential to achieve superior LED performance, as one 

needs to ensure efficient charge injection and confine charges in proper layer(s) in the device. The 

energy band alignment of pure FAPbBr3 perovskite and charge injection/transport layers is shown 

in Figure 5.4 (b). The values were derived from ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) 

results. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the secondary electron cut off, and valence band edge of FAPbBr3 

perovskite. This LED device is designed to have an n-i-p structure with ZnO as the ETL and poly-

TPD as the HTL. The work function and position of valence band maximum (VBM) of ZnO are 

determined by UPS as 4.2 eV and 6.8 eV, respectively. VBM is determined via linear extrapolation 

of the edge of valence band spectra acquired by UPS. VBM of FAPbBr3 is determined to be 5.7 

eV as shown in Figure 5.4 (a); considering the optical bandgap of it is 2.3 eV, the conduction band 

minimum (CBM) can be calculated as 3.4 eV. Since ZnO has a VBM (6.5 eV) much deeper than 

that of perovskite (5.7 eV), the barrier for hole to transfer to ZnO is large, which also makes ZnO 

a good hole blocking layer. Similarly, 2.7 eV CBM makes poly-TPD an effective electron blocking 

layer. The injected electrons and holes are effectively confined in the perovskite emitter, which is 

preferred for efficient LEDs. 
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a)	

	
b)	

	
 

Figure 5.4 a) UPS spectrum of FAPbBr3 and b) energy diagram of each layer of the LED device. 
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5.4 Characterization of FAPbBr3 based LEDs 

5.4.1 Device performance 

Figure 5.5 (a) depicts the current density-luminescence-voltage (J-L-V) curves of the 

FAPbBr3 based LEDs. The turn-on voltage (while the luminescence reaches 1 cd m-2) of the device 

is 1.9 V. This is very interesting as it is much lower than the band gap of FAPbBr3 (2.3 eV, also 

the peak PL photon energy). More details will be discussed later. This result indicates that the 

device structure is substantially easier for carrier injection. With an exquisite structure and high 

quality perovskite film, the highest luminescence of 13,062 cd m-2 was achieved at a low driving 

voltage of only 3.2 V. The peak brightness is higher than most of MAPbBr3 based green LEDs 

reported so far.  The electroluminescence (EL) spectrum of the LED at 2.5 V (close to the highest 

efficiency point) is shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The EL spectrum is very close to the PL spectrum, 

with the same 20 nm FWHM but around 7 nm red shift. The red shift from PL peak to EL peak at 

the peak could primarily attribute to an effect of reabsorption of a portion of the EL within the 

polycrystalline layer. [18] The peak value of current efficiency, external quantum efficiency (EQE), 

and power efficiency occurs at 2.8 V, which reached 2.65 cd A-1, 1.16%, and 3.09 lm w-1, 

respectively (Figure 5.5 (c)). As far as we know, this is the first high efficient pure FAPbBr3 based 

LED with the two-step film formation process which is observed to be high reproducibility. 

Besides, the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) color is measured with coordinates 

of (0.107, 0.581) on the u'-v' space (Figure 5.5 (d)). This very pure green color emission makes it 

possible to be used as a component in display and lighting applications. Comparing our device to 

other MAPbBr3 based LEDs with similar n-i-p structure, Yu et al. had reported the device reaches 

highest luminescence around 544.65 cd m-2 at 5.8 V with current efficiency and EQE at 0.22 cd 

A-1 and 0.051%, respectively.[6] While Wang et al. has achieved a green LED with higher 
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luminescence (at 20000 cd m-2), the EQE is lower than the one in this work (~0.8 %).[4] The 

comparison clearly shows that the FAPbBr3 based LEDs have the potential to reach a higher 

luminescence and EQE. The high efficiency under low driving voltage also implies that balance 

charge carrier transport is achieved in the pure FAPbBr3 layer. 
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a)																																																																											b)	

	
c)																																																																										d)	

	
	
 

Figure 5.5 a) J-L-V curve, b) EL spectrum, c) CE and EQE, and d) CIE of FAPbBr3-based LED. 
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defined by Vph = hν/e. For light intensity of 1 cd m-2, the LED driving voltage is recorded at 1.9 

V. However, from Figure 5.6 (c), the EL starts to shoot up at 1.7 V (ZnO ETL device).  
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5.4.2 Mechanism of the sub-bandgap emission 

What is the mechanism of the sub-bandgap voltage EL? One possible reason is the 

existence of trap states in the FAPbBr3 perovskite. If this is the case, the EL spectral at sub-bandgap 

voltage should be different (longer wavelength) from those above 2.3 eV. Figure 5.6 (a) shows the 

measured EL spectra of the same device driving at sub-bandgap voltage of 1.7 V, 1.8 V, 1.9 V and 

2.0 V. It is clearly seen that the peak EL emission keeps at 540 nm in all cases – the same as the 

PL and EL spectra at 2.5 V. Therefore, the trap-state emission scenario is eliminated. 
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a)																																																																												b)	

									 	
c)																																																																										d)	

										 	
 

Figure 5.6 a) EL spectra of FAPbBr3-based LED under various driving voltages, b) carriers transfer and 
recombination in device with sub-bandgap effect, c)L-V curves of FAPbBr3-based LED with and without 
PEIE, and d) carriers transfer and recombination in device without sub-bandgap effect. 
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Auger-mediated energy up-conversion process is a possible reason to support sub-bandgap 

EL in the device. The Auger recombination process of electron and hole would release energy, 

which is resonantly transferred to the proximal electron to a higher energy state. This scenario 

requires proper energy alignment in the multi-layer device, in which the carriers are blocked at 

certain interface for recombination.  

Figure 5.6 (b) illustrates the Auger scenario in the ZnO/FAPbBr3/Poly-TPD LED. Under 

forward bias, the holes inject through the poly-TPD/FAPbBr3 interface efficiently due to an 

ignorable injection barrier. The holes would be quickly transported across the FAPbBr3 layer and 

accumulated at the FAPbBr3/ZnO interface since the large energy barrier (0.8 eV) between the 

VBMs of FAPbBr3 and ZnO. At the same time, the electrons would be injected into the conduction 

band of ZnO. However, a large energy barrier of 0.8 eV between the CBM of FAPbBr3 and the 

ZnO results in electron accumulation at the FAPbBr3/ZnO interface. While the holes and electrons 

accumulate at the heterojunction interface, the energy from the recombination process releases and 

is resonantly transferred to the proximal electrons on the ZnO side through an Auger process. This 

process produces electrons with sufficiently high energy to inject into the CBM of FAPbBr3. These 

Auger-assisted electrons then radiatively recombine with holes in the VBM of FAPbBr3 leading 

to emission of photons with energy equal to the CBM-VBM gap of FAPbBr3.  

To further test the scenario, I investigated the device turn-on voltage by inserting 

polyethylenimine ethoxylated (PEIE) between ZnO and perovskite layer. PEIE is well studied to 

modify the work function in optoelectronic devices. [19] Kim et al. showed that PEIE on top of 

ZnO can successfully reduce the work function by ~0.4 eV,[20] which is consistent with our UPS 

measurement of the work function of PEIE. The band diagram of the new device structure is 

illustrated in Figure 5.6 (d). As the barrier between the CBMs of ZnO and FAPbBr3 decreases in 
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the new structure, the electrons can be easily injected into FAPbBr3 layer, resulting in much 

smaller electron accumulation at the interface. Therefore, the Auger-mediated energy up-

conversion process would be significantly suppressed, and we should expect much weaker or no 

sub-bandgap EL. Figure 5.6 (c) depicts the L-V curves of ZnO-based and ZnO/PEIE-based 

perovksite LEDs, which clearly shows that the device with PEIE led to a higher turn-on voltage. 

The driving voltage for the 1 cd m-2 light intensity is now 2.2 V, compared to 1.9 V in the ZnO 

device case. The results, therefore, provide support of the Auger-mediated up-conversion process 

mechanism for the interesting and important sub-bandgap electroluminescence phenomenon in 

pure FAPbI3 based LEDs. It’s worth mentioning that the mechanism is also raised to explain the 

sub-bandgap EL in polymer light emitting diodes and inorganic semiconductor 

heterosturctures.[21, 22] 

Another possible scenario of sub-bandgap emission is that as electrons follow a Boltzmann 

distribution of energy, there will be a small but finite number of electrons at higher energy at room 

temperature. These more energetic electrons require less voltage to enter the conduction band and 

therefore result in a small amount of emission. We measured the J-V curves under low temperature 

at room temperature (~300 K) and 180 K. The diode J-V does shift towards higher voltage at lower 

temperature (180 K), and does support the energy distribution scenario. 

Quantitative description of the sub-bandgap phenomena will need further study, for 

example, elucidating the electron energy distribution profile in the FAPbBr3 thin film system. It is 

certainly an interesting phenomenon deserving further study.    

For perovskite based optoelectronic devices, there is often a hysteresis effect. This mainly 

results from the interfacial density of states/carrier accumulation between the carrier buffer layer 

and perovskite layer, and the ionic motion in the bulk perovskite layer.[23-25] The accumulation 
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of charges would lead to some parasitic capacitances inducing charging process in the devices 

under working condition, especially in the passive devices such as LEDs. To investigate the 

charging phenomenon on FAPbBr3 based LEDs, we apply square wave voltage form on the device 

and study the time dependent light output.  Figure 5.7 (a) shows the case when the square voltage 

wave has a period of 2 s and amplitude of 2 V on the device, where the time dependent variation 

of the luminescent intensity is monitored on the oscilloscope. In the inset of Figure 5.7 (a), a delay 

time (τd) can be clearly seen between the applied voltage pulse and the onset of the luminescent 

intensity τd ≈ 2.0 ms. The effective carrier mobility can then be calculated through the following 

transit time and field relation,[26] 

𝜏> =
>

EF-EG H
                                                              (1) 

where d is the distance the electrons and holes travel before they meet, µe and µh are the electron 

and hole mobilities, respectively, and E is the internal electric field. Hence, the sum of carrier 

mobilities (µe+µh) can be roughly derived using the equation with the value of 8×10-4 cm2V-1s-1. 

Because of the slow EL response, we take a closer look at the L-V curve close to turn-on point. 

Figure 5.7 (b) depicts the L-V curves from 1.6 V to 1.9 V measured under various driving voltage 

speed – from 0.2 s to 1 s per voltage step. It can easily be told that a longer driving step leads to 

higher luminescence at the same driving voltage, agreeing with the result of Figure 5.7 (a). 

Considering the time response of the device, while the L-V curve in Figure 5.5 (a) gives the turn-

on voltage at 1.9 V (at 1 cd m-2), the sub-bandgap turn-on voltage is even lower at ≈1.83 V. 
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a)	

	
	b)	

	
 

Figure 5.7 a) Transient light intensity of FAPbBr3-based LED and b) L-V curve under various measuring 
periods between each voltage step. 
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5.5 Experimental Section 

ZnO layer preparation: The synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles is performed using a previously 

published method.[27, 28] The nanoparticles are acquired via hydroxylation of zinc acetate (ZnAc) 

(purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA)) by potassium hydroxide (KOH). After that, ZnO 

nanoparticles (NPs. size < 10 nm) are dispersed in chloroform to get a transparent solution. Then 

the solution is spin-coated on cleaned ITO coated glass (Ultrasonicaed in Surfactant, Acetone and 

IPA, followed by UV Ozone cleaning) as electron transporting layer. The ZnO film is thermal 

annealed at 150 °C for 15 min. The thickness of the ZnO is 40 nm. The morphology of ZnO 

nanoparticle film is studied by Atomic force microscopy (AFM), which shows a smooth ZnO 

surface with roughness less than 5 nm.  

Perovskite layer deposition: On top of the ZnO film, the FAPbBr3 perovskite film is formed 

using a highly reproducible sequential deposition method. First, PbBr2 powder (purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich (USA)), is dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) with a concentration of 1M, 

which is then spin-coated on top of the ZnO layer at 7000 rpm and dried at 75 °C for 10 min. A 

smooth and uniform PbBr2 film can be achieved. FABr (purchased from 1-Material (Canada)) is 

dissolved in isopropyl alcohol solution at a concentration of 60 mg ml–1. After the FABr solution 

is spin-coated (7000 rpm) onto the PbBr2 layer, the film is baked at 75 °C for 3 min inside a 

nitrogen-filled glovebox, resulting in a uniform orange-colored perovskite film with a shining 

surface. The thickness of the film is around 250 nm. The films made from the same procedure on 

glass substrates were also prepared and further studied by XRD technique, which provides 

information on the crystal structure and phase transition process.  
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Hole transporting layer and electrode: Poly(N,N′-bis(4-butylphenyl)-N,N′-bis(phenyl)-

benzidine) (poly-TPD) (purchased from 1-Material (Canada)), a well-known hole transporting 

layer used in polymer light emitting devices, is dissolved in dichlorobenzene, and coated on top of 

the perovskite film with a thickness of ~40 nm. Finally, the device is transferred into a vacuum 

chamber (~ 2×10-6 torr) for MoO3 (20 nm) and Al electrode (100 nm) evaporation. The device 

area, defined by the deposition mask, is 0.1 cm2. 

The work function and the position of VBM of ZnO and FAPbBr3 perovskite are 

determined by UPS. UPS measurements carried out in this work use a Helium discharge lamp 

emitting photons with energy at 21.2 eV to excite the samples. The onset of the secondary electron 

edge is used to determine the work function under a –7 V bias applied between samples and 

detectors. Clean gold is used as a reference. 

The J-L-V characteristics of the perovskite LEDs are measured using a Keithley 2400 

multimeter and a photodetector calibrated against a PR650 (Photo Research) spectroradiometer. 

The PL and EL are measured by a Horiba Jobinyvon system.  The transit light intensity is derived 

through a function generator (Tektronix AFG 3252) and an oscilloscope (Tektronix 4104) by 

monitoring current intensity from a photodetector. 

5.6 Conclusion 

I have successfully demonstrated FA-based perovskite LEDs employing solution 

processed charge injection layers with a device quantum efficiency of 1.16%. The operation 

voltage of the device is very low with a maximum brightness of 13,062 cd m-2 achievable at only 

3.2 V. The lower driving voltage directly leads to lower power consumption. Moreover, FWHM 
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is quite narrow at only 20 nm, which shows great potential in future display applications. A sub-

bandgap emission was also observed resulting in the LED devices turning on at only 1.9 V 

(considering the bandgap of active layer is 2.3 eV). The Auger-assisted electron transfer process 

in ZnO is illustrated in this study. We believe that the FA-based perovskite with its high 

performance and reproducible processing method has great potential in LED applications. 
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Chapter 6 A Selenophene Containing Benzodithiophene-alt-thienothiophene 

Polymer for Additive-Free High Performance Solar Cell 

6.1 Introduction of organic solar cells and bulk heterojuction device 

Organic polymer solar cells (PSCs) have been recognized as a potential tool to efficiently 

generate energy from sunlight at moderate cost. Led by a binary bulk heterojuction (BHJ) device, 

where a mixed layer of p-type polymeric donor and n-type acceptor typically based on fullerene 

derivatives such as [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) is formed through 

solution processing, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of single junction PSCs has improved 

significantly.[1] 

Among all the semiconducting polymers been reported, one of the most successful and 

commonly used structures is PTB7 (Poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-

b']dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]], 

bandgap (Eg) ~ 1.6 eV). Single junction PTB7 based PSC have exhibited power conversion 

efficiencies (PCE) exceeding 9% after years of efforts.[2] Due to morphological challenges, 

reported PTB7 based devices can only function well with fullerene derivatives when a high boiling 

point solvent additive, usually 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), is added.[2a] However, incorporation of 

solvent additives intrinsically complicates device construction thus making large-area fabrication 

difficult to realize. In addition, evidence indicates that the thermal stability of the DIO containing 

devices is usually low as degradation is commonly observed at high temperatures.[3] This 

prohibits PTB7 from applying to all-solution processed tandem structure, as heat drying is usually 

needed during the inter-connecting layer processing.[4] Studies on the effect of DIO have been 
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carried out extensively for several years. It is commonly believed that these low volatility additives 

(1) dissolves PC71BM aggregates selectively, thus allowing them to penetrate into polymer 

domains, and (2) retards the evaporation rate of solvent during the spin-coating, thus allowing 

mitigation of optimal thin-film morphology of the active layer.[2c,5] As this morphology is critical 

to the BHJ solar cells, reaching a so-called “bi-continuous” phase separation with correct domain 

size (typically 10-20 nm) can thus find a balance between charge separation (requires enough 

donor-acceptor interface) and transport (requires continuous percolation pathway), and therefore 

the maximum PCE of these PTB7 based devices can be achieved.[1d-e,1g-i,2a,2c]  

Our group has been working towards developing new low Eg photovoltaic polymers (Eg 

~ 1.4 eV).[6] Interestingly, we found that the current state-of-the-art low Eg polymers, such as 

PBDTT-DPP, PDPP3T, and PDTP-DFBT, usually do not require DIO to achieve moderate solar 

cell performance.[6,7] It is frequently observed that these polymers can form a good nanoscale bi-

continuous phase separation with PC71BM spontaneously.[6,7b-c] As these low Eg polymers are 

believed to possess a stronger inter-chain interaction, fibril-like polymeric nanostructure is often 

observed and thus appropriate bulk BHJ morphology can be formed during the spin-casting or 

perhaps as early as in the solution state. The necessity of DIO is thus avoided in the corresponding 

PSCs. Here, we propose that if the molecular interaction of the PTB7 based polymer can be 

carefully adjusted to increase its aggregation propensity, one might be able to get rid of additive 

while maintains a good photovoltaic performance.  

Recently, Liao et al. reported an alkylthiophene substituted PTB7, PTB7-Th, with a PCE 

of 9% by utilizing cathode interface engineering.[8] The PTB7-Th also shows an enhanced VOC 

compared to PTB7. Based on this foundation, herein, we report a newly synthesized conjugated 

polymer with selenium insertion on the side-groups of PTB7-Th, namely PBDTSe-TT. Besides 
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commonly observed red-shifted spectrum, selenium substitution on organic molecules usually 

improves the carrier transportation in the resulting electronic devices.[6b,9] This improvement is 

believed to be a result of enhanced 𝜋-𝜋 interaction between molecules brought by selenium atoms. 

Taking these advantages into account, we anticipate that a stronger stacking between polymer 

chains could be achieved through selenium substitution on the PTB7-based polymer, and thus the 

usage of solvent additives may not be necessary. Although the backbone selenium substitution on 

PTB7 has been previously reported, the polymer exhibits “too” strong of an inter-chain interaction 

thus the device performance turns out to be reduced as a result of improper phase separation.[10] 

Moreover, the synthesis of such molecules is rather complicated. As we will discuss below, side-

chain selenium modification is shown to be an effective way to address morphological issue of 

PTB7 related polymers. PBDTSe-TT, as we proposed, can achieve high performance of 8.8% PCE 

without any additives, such as DIO or CN. Furthermore, it is shown that the newly synthesized 

polymer exhibits relatively improved thermal stability. When taking a further step to fabricate 

tandem device through identical PBDTSe-TT:PC71BM sub-cells, an ~10 % PCE is demonstrated. 

 6.2 Chemical structure of the polymer and characterization 

The BDTT unit and PBT7-Th polymer was synthesized according to the reported 

procedure.[6a,8] For the BDTSe unit, benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-4,8-dione (BDT) was firstly 

reacted with lithiated 2-(2-ethylhexyl)selenophene, and then encapsulated with 

trimethyltinchloride (SnMe3Cl) to obtain the BDTSe monomer. The polymerization was carried 

out by Stille coupling reaction. The detailed synthetic procedure can be found in the Supporting 

Information. The chemical structure of PBT7-Th and PBDTSe-TT is drawn in Figure 6.1(a). The 

newly synthesized PBDTSe-TT can be readily dissolved in common organic solvents, such as 
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chloroform (CF), chlorobenzene (CB), or dichlorobenzene (DCB). The ultraviolet–visible 

spectroscopy (UV-Vis) spectrum is shown in Figure 6.1(b). After replacing the thiophene on the 

side-groups of BDT core unit with selenophene, the whole spectrum shows similar two bands 

spectra with nearly no observable shift of the peak positions. When PBDTSe-TT is dissolved in 

chloroform, a slightly blue-shifted absorption spectrum is found, indicating that the commonly 

observed good solubility of the PTB7-related polymers is kept after selenium substitution on the 

side-chain. The UV-Vis result points out that the current modification does not affect the PTB7-

Th’s optical Eg. The main transition peaks of band 1, however, are less resolved after selenium 

substitution. That is, the relative intensity of 0-0 vibrational peak (compared to 0-1 vibrational 

peak) is decreased. The same phenomenon was also found in our previous work.[6b] We speculate 

that this could be a sign of increased aggregation in the solid state, and more study is currently 

constructing in order to confirm this hypothesis. Both highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are found to be shifted downwards after 

selenium replacement, where HOMO/LUMO of 5.09 eV/3.29 eV and 5.18 eV/3.34 eV is found 

for PTB7-Th and PBDTSe-TT, respectively. Note that the lowering of HOMO is more prominent. 

Summarized from the above, the newly synthesized PBDTSe-TT shows quite similar optical 

properties as the PTB7-Th, though a deeper HOMO experimentally determined. 
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Figure 6.1 a) Structure of PTB7-Th and PBDTSe-TT, and b) UV-Vis spectrum of PTB7-Th and PBDTSe-
TT in chloroform and thin film. 
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6.3 Device performance 

6.3.1 Single junction solar cell device with PBDTSe-TT 

Single junction solar cell device was firstly investigated via inverted architecture of indium 

tin oxide (ITO)/zinc oxide (ZnO)/Polymer:PC71BM/molybdenum trioxide (MoO3)/aluminum (Al). 

The PTB7-Th and PBDTSe-TT are both prepared in CB with polymer to PC71BM weight ratio of 

1:1.5. The polymer concentration is fixed as 1.2 wt% and 3% DIO is added as additive. Figure 6.2 

(a) and (b) shows the current density-voltage (I-V) and external quantum efficiency (EQE) 

characterization of the resulting devices, respectively. The PTB7-Th based device shows similar 

character as the one reported previously by Liao et al., which indicates the credibility of the 

baseline of the current study.[8] It should be noted that, as expected, BHJ solar cell fabricated from 

PTB7-Th without solvent additive achieved low PCE of only 6 %. The PBDTSe-TT based device, 

on the other hand, shows an improved PCE of 8.0%. The improvement is mainly coming from a 

high VOC of 0.82 eV, which could be benefit from a deeper HOMO energy level as we have 

discussed above. The EQE result shown in Figure 6.2 (b) corresponds well with the photocurrent, 

where a slightly lower photon to electron efficiency is found (avg. 55 % for PBDTSe-TT and 60 % 

for PBDT-Th). We attribute the lower EQE to the unoptimized BHJ phase-separation with 

PC71BM and will discuss more below. 
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Figure 6.2 Current density-voltage characteristics of polymer:PC71BM solar cells under AM1.5G 
illumination (100 mW/cm2), a) PTB7-Th and PBDTSe-TT with 3% DIO content; c) PBDTSe-TT with 3%, 
1% and 0% DIO content. EQEs of the corresponding devices, b) PTB7-Th and PBDTSe-TT with 3% DIO 
content; d) PBDTSe-TT with 3%, 1% and 0% DIO content. 

To illustrate the polymer’s photovoltaic property without additive, we carried out a 

systematic study on the performance of PBDTSe-TT based device along with DIO content. In 

contrast to previously reported PTB7 or other PBDT-TT (PTB) based polymers, PBDTSe-TT 

performs even better in the absence of DIO. As shown in Figure 6.2 (c), the VOC remains nearly 

the same as the DIO content decreases. The JSC, on the other hand, progresses from 13.9 to 15.4 

mA/cm2 while the DIO content decreases from 3% to 0%. As a result, the non-DIO based device 

yields a high PCE of 8.8 %. The JSC improvement is also confirmed by EQE measurement, where 
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the average EQE is enhanced from 55 % to 60 % after removing the DIO. All device parameters 

characterized are summarized in Table 6.1. Note that a commonly used surface modifier, such as 

poly [(9,9-bis(3′-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9–dioctylfluorene)] (PFN), 

is excluded in the current study.[2b] It should be also noted that the condition is optimized in terms 

of different polymer:PC71BM blend ratio, and 1:1.5 is primarily observed to be the best condition. 

To illustrate the reason behind this finding, the BHJ thin film morphology of the corresponding 

devices were imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). From Figure 6.3 (a) and (b), it 

is apparent that without DIO’s assistance, thin film morphology of PTB7-Th:PC71BM results in a 

highly unfavorable large phase segregated nanostructure. Upon addition of DIO, a favorable 

morphology is observed. The morphological study on PTB7-Th shows similar result to those on 

PTB7.[2a] The carrier transport property was also measured through photo-induced charge carrier 

extraction in a linearly increasing voltages method.[11] It is shown that charge mobility of PTB7-

Th based device is improved after addition of DIO (ca. 1.71×10-4 cm2V-1s-1 and 3.00×10-4  cm2V-

1s-1 for the device without and with DIO, respectively), which corelates well with their morphology. 

The PBDTSe-TT, on the other hand, shows a different scenario. Without DIO, device active layers 

exhibit nanoscale phase segregation with the acceptors. The dimension of different domains is 

found to be around 10 nm, which is believed to be critical in BHJ PSCs (see inset figure of Figure 

6.3 (c)).[1d-e,1g-i,2a,2c,7c] However, when DIO is incorporated, the domain of the phase-

separation slightly becomes smaller, which in turn results in a decreased PSC performance 

compared to the one without DIO (Figure 6.3 (d)). Note that the charge mobilities of PBDTSe-TT 

based devices with or without DIO found by Photo-CELIV measurement are nearly the same (ca. 

7.59×10-4 cm2V-1s-1 and 6.94×10-4 cm2V-1s-1 for the device without and with DIO, respectively). 

Moreover, charge mobilities of PBDTSe-TT based devices are relatively enhanced compared to 
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those of PTB7-Th based devices, which could be brought by selenium substitution. These results 

shows that, due to a stronger intermolecular interaction of PBDTSe-TT polymer chains, the 

resulting BHJ thin film can arrive at an optimized morphology without solvent additives. Addition 

of DIO, however, departs from the optimal bi-continuous separation structure, and thus could 

possibly reduce the charge-dissociation or charge transport efficiency.  

 

Table 6.1 Photovoltaic properties of single layer BHJ solar cells. 

Polymer[a] DIO Conc. 
(v/v, %) 

VOC 
(V) 

JSC 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) 

PCEmax/avg 
(%) 

PTB7-Th 3 0.79 15.3 65 7.8/7.5 
PBDTSe-TT - 0.83 15.4 69 8.8/8.6 
PBDTSe-TT 1 0.82 14.2 69 8.0/7.9 
PBDTSe-TT 3 0.82 13.9 71 8.0/7.7 
PBDTSe-TT [b] - 1.64 8.8 69 9.9/9.6 

[a] All prepared by: 1.2 wt% in chlorobenzene, polymer:PC71BM = 1:1.5, ~ 1500 rpm. 
[b] Tandem device with identical sub-cells. 
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Figure 6.3 TEM image of a) PTB7-Th:PC71BM, b) PTB7-Th:PC71BM with 3% DIO content, c) PBDTSe-
TT:PC71BM, and d) PBDTSe-TT:PC71BM with 3% DIO content blend thin film. (Scale bar: 100 nm) 

6.3.2 Homo tandem solar cell device with PBDTSe-TT 

In order to fully utilize the solar spectrum within the absorption range of PBDTSe-TT, we 

took a further step to build a tandem device. Considering the high VOC of the PBDTSe-TT, here 

tandem architecture with two identical sub-cells is adopted.[12] Before constructing the tandem 
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device, the thermal stability of the best PTB7-Th (with 3% DIO) and PBDSe-TT (without DIO) 

based device is investigated through thermal annealing (the detail experimental procedure is shown 

in the Supporting Information). From Table 6.2, it is revealed that PBDTSe-TT based single 

junction device has a relatively better thermal stability, where a ~ 10% degradation of the overall 

efficiency is recorded after 1 min annealing at 100oC. The control device, on the other hand, 

degraded more than 20% after 1 min annealing. Based on the device parameters, the main reason 

of the drop is a decrease in fill factor (FF), where the energy that heat generated could potentially 

deviate the morphology of the BHJ thin film from the favorable state. Thus, a stronger 

recombination during the device operation can be expected. This examination shows the better 

stability of PBDTSe-TT based device toward high temperature, making it a better choice for 

fabricating a tandem device (heating is required to treat the inter-connecting layer). We note that 

extended time scales of annealing results in more degradation, however, only 1 min annealing is 

satisfied for the processing of the interlayer.[12d] Moreover, the improved thermal stability of 

PBDTSe-TT based device is also observed at an elevated temperature (125 oC); where 6.8% PCE 

is found after 5 min annealing compared to 5.3% PCE for the control device. The present tandem 

cell’s structure is shown in Figure 6.4 (a), and the resulting I-V characterization is presented in 

Figure 6.4 (b). It is worth noting that, compare to our previous work, the PBDTSe-TT could be a 

better choice for this kind of tandem cell. The usage of CB as the casting solvent instead of 1,2-

chlorobenzene (DCB) improves the stability of the interlayer (MoO3/m-PEDOT:PSS/ZnO) since 

it evaporates faster due to its lower boiling point, and thus prevent it from damaging the interlayer. 

Device performance of tandem cell is also summarized in Table 6.1. It can be found that the VOC 

of the tandem cell add up successfully from 0.83 V to 1.64 V. The JSC is calculated to be 8.8 

mA/cm2. Compared the calculated EQE of the tandem cell to that of measured from single junction 
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cell, there is at least a ~ 5% enhancement in the range of 550 nm ~ 800 nm. This observation 

denotes that the solar spectrum of the absorption range of PBDTSe-TT:PC71BM blend thin film 

has been utilized in more thoroughly way through a tandem structure design. With a FF% of 69%, 

the tandem cell achieved a high PCE% of 9.9%. Take one step further, once a high-performance 

low Eg polymer with band gap ~ 1.3 eV is developed, a tandem cell based on PBDTSe-TT and the 

low Eg polymer should achieve a PCE higher than 13%. 

 

Table 6.2 Thermal stability of single layer BHJ solar cells. 

Polymer[a] 
Annealing 
Temperature 
(oC) 

Annealing  
Time 
(min) 

VOC  
(V) 

JSC 
(mA/cm2) 

FF  
(%) 

PCEavg 
(%) 

PTB7-Th [b] 
100 1 0.78 13.5 59 6.2 
100 5 0.79 13.0 58 6.0 
125 5 0.78 12.4 55 5.3 

PBDTSe-TT 
100 1 0.83 14.3 65 7.7 
100 5 0.84 13.4 61 6.9 
125 5 0.84 13.6 59 6.8 

[a] All prepared by: 1.2 wt% in chlorobenzene, polymer:PC71BM = 1:1.5, ~ 1500 rpm. 
[b] 3% DIO is added as solvent additive. 
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Figure 6.4 (a) PBDTSe-TT based tandem device architecture, and (b) the corresponding current density-
voltage characteristics under AM1.5G illumination (100 mW/cm2),. 

6.4 Conclusion 

To conclude, we present a newly synthesized selenium containing large Eg polymer, 

PBDTSe-TT. The selenium substitution on the PBT7-Th is shown to affect the BHJ morphology 

with PC71BM greatly, and therefore an optimized phase-separation is obtained without the assistant 

from high boiling point additive, such as commonly used DIO. Combined with enlarged VOC, a 

high PCE of 8.8 % is achieved through a simplified processing procedure. Furthermore, the non-

DIO based device shows a relatively improved thermal stability, making it tolerable for tandem 

cell fabrication, and a high performing tandem solar cell with two identical PBDTSe-TT based 

sub-cells is successfully demonstrated. The selenium insertion is therefore proven to be an 

effective way to improve the property of PTB series photovoltaic polymers; and more 

characterization as well as the stability investigation is currently undergoing. 
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Appendix A 

Supplementary information for Chapter 3 

	
	

	
 

Figure A.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of synthesized ZnO nanoparticles.  
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Figure A.2 The average difference potential between the measured film surface and Si tips were about 0.8 
V and 0.05 V for NiOx and ZnO, respectively. As the work function of Si tip is 4.4 eV (calibrated by HOPG 
surface, 4.6 eV). The work function of NiOx and ZnO are about 5.2 eV and 4.45 eV, respectively. 

	
 

Figure A.3 Transmission spectra of the NiOx (80 nm) and ZnO (70 nm) on ITO substrates.   
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Figure A.4 Valence band maximum spectra of (a) NiOx and (b) ZnO measured by x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy. The Fermi level between material and XPS machine, and 0 eV is the Fermi level position for 
each material. The VB maximum (VBM) positions were determined by linear extrapolation of the leading 
edges of the VB spectra recorded from the NiOx and the ZnO films to the base lines in order to account for 
the tail induced by instrument resolution. The Fermi level to the valence band for NiOx (VBM) is 0.2 eV, 
while for ZnO, the valence band to Fermi-level is about 2.7 eV, so the Fermi-level to the conduction band 
is about 0.5 eV based on the bandgap of ZnO (3.2 eV).  

	

	
 

Figure A.5 X-ray diffraction pattern of the CH3NH3PbI3 obtained by two-step spin-coating process on NiOx 
surface.  
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Figure A.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of perovskite film on PEDOT:PSS substrate by 
two-step spin-coating process.  
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Figure A.7 Thicknesses dependence of device performance using NiOx as HTL based on a device structure 
of glass/ITO/NiOx/CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/Al. (b) Thickness dependence of device performance using ZnO 
as ETL based on glass/ITO/NiO(80nm)/CH3NH3PbI3/ZnO/Al. 

	

	
 

Figure A.8 Devices performance with different thicknesses of NiOx layers based on a device structure of 
glass/ITO/NiOx/CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/Al. 
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Figure A.9 Devices performance distribution based on the device structure of glass/ITO/NiOx (80 
nm)/perovskite/ZnO (70 nm)/Al.  
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Figure A.10 J-V curve of device glass/ITO/NiOx (80 nm)/perovskite/ZnO (70 nm)/Al stored in ambient air 
for different days.  

	
	

		
 
Figure A.11 J-V curve of devices glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al stored in ambient air for 
different days, (a) light J-V curve and (b) dark J-V curve. 
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Figure A.12 J-V curve for glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/ZnO/Al stored in ambient air for different 
days. 

 

	
Figure A.13 Typical devices performance measured under reverse scan (1.2V to 0 V, step 0.02 V, delay 
time 200 ms) and forward scan (0V to 1.2 V, step 0.02 V, delay time 200 ms) for different interface 
combinations (a) Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al, (b) 
Glass/ITO/NiOx/Perovskite/PCBM/Al, and (c) Glass/ITO/NiOx/perovskite/ZnO/Al. 
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Figure A.14 (a) C 1s XPS of PCBM for with (5 days) and without exposure to air (short exposure time 
during measurement). (b) UPS of PCBM with (5 days) and without air exposure. 

	
	
	
	
	

 
 
Figure A.15 The stability of ZnO and PCBM layer in ambient air. The ZnO and PCBM are exposed in 
ambient for 5 days and then deposited on them.  
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Figure A.16 Devices image after storage in ambient air for 10 days. (a) Top electrode side: first row (left) 
Perovskite/Al, (right) Perovskite/PCBM(40nm)/Al; second row (left) Perovksite/PCBM (75nm)/Al, (right) 
Perovskite/PCBM (135nm)/Al; Third row (left) Perovskite/ZnO (30nm)/Al, (right) Perovskite/ZnO 
(70nm)/Al. (b): Back side of the devices, the same samples as Figure a. It can be easily found that the 
perovksite/Al, perovskite/PCBM (40 nm)/Al, and perovskite/PCBM (75 nm)/Al are seriously degraded, 
and perovskite/PCBM (135 nm)/Al are slightly degraded. While Perovskite/Al with ZnO showed their 
original status (The third row in Figure (a) and (b)).  

 
 

 
Figure A.17 (a) The cross-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the PCBM/Al, (b) Energy-
disperse X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) of PCBM/Al interface. About 10 nm diffusion of Al can be found from 
EDX results.  
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Figure A.18 The cross-section scan electron microscopy (SEM) of the device without Al electrode, i. e. 
ITO/NiOx/Perovskite/PCBM (40 nm).  

	
	
	
	

	
 

Figure A.19 The devices performance with different thicknesses of PCBM based on the device structure of 
ITO/NiOx/Perovskite/PCBM/Al.  
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Table A.1 Summary of device performance parameters of glass/ITO/NiOx(80 nm)/perovskite/ZnO (70 
nm)/Al stored in ambient air for different days.  

 
Storage time 

(days) 

VOC 
(V) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) 

PCE 
(%) 

0 0.98 21.7 69.5 14.8 
5 0.99 21.7 72.0 15.5 
10 0.99 21.7 70.7 15.1 
30 0.99 20.2 70.6 14.3 
60 1.01 20.0 66.1 13.2 

	
	

 
Table A.2 Summary of device performance parameters of glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al 
stored in ambient air for different days.  

 
Storage time 

(days) 

Voc 
(V) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) 

PCE 
(%) 

0 0.90 19.6 72.4 12.8 
0.5 0.89 18.2 55.6 9.0 
1 0.90 17.6 45.1 7.1 
2 0.91 16.7 36.7 5.6 
5 0.91 2.1 7.3 0.1 

 
 
 
 
Table A.3 Summary of device performance parameters of glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/ZnO/Al 
stored in ambient air for different days.  

 
Storage time 

(days) 

Voc 
(V) 

Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 
(%) 

PCE 
(%) 

0 0.95 21.5 66.7 13.6 
1 0.96 21.2 67.6 13.7 
10 0.96 20.7 61.1 11.9 
20 0.95 20.2 56.5 10.8 
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Appendix B 

Supplementary information for Chapter 5	
	
	

	
 

Figure B.1 UPS analysis of ZnO film. 
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Figure B.2 UPS analysis of ZnO film covered with PEIE. The work function measured is around 3.84 eV. 

	
	
Figure B.3 AFM image of ZnO layer surface. 

	




